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Preface
MANY STATE TECH ACT PROJECTS HAVE PROMOTED THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOME

type of equipment loan, equipment exchange, or equipment recycling program.
In addition, a number of related programs have been developed by private organizations throughout the country. As more programs have emerged, the value of
sharing experiences with other equipment redistribution programs has become
clear. Understanding the reasons for successes, as well as failures, is important
in helping shape the success of new initiatives and in helping established programs better meet their goals.
The RESNA Technical Assistance Program, in collaboration with the New
Hampshire Assistive Technology Project, hosted the "Discovering Hidden
Resources" Conference in Arlington,Virginia, in March 1999 with the hope that
sharing information about equipment redistribution programs would assist those
who were developing or managing similar ventures. In addition to sharing information, there was a need to continue to exchange information beyond the conference, as well as to support programs that already were in operation. Out of this
meeting, it was hoped that a vision would emerge of a national system that would
enhance programs' abilities to identify and procure surplus equipment, support
distribution including the development of transportation links, and foster relationships with national and international relief organizations. The information in
this monograph provides a first step in making some of these ideas a reality.
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Chapter 1

The Benefits of Recycling
and Reusing Assistive
Technology
OUR NATION CONTINUES TO STRUGGLE WITH MEETING LONG-TERM HEALTH

care needs in an environment of reduced federal support in the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. An aging U.S. population combined with the fiscal realities
of balancing the federal budget, which has resulted in reductions in entitlement
programs, make efforts to change long-term care policy more difficult. Studies
have shown that the development of community support systems to reduce or
eliminate the need for costly institutional care increases a person's quality of
life and produces cost savings. However, a medical model currently dominates
long-term care planning.
For those who are older or who have disabilities, assistive technology (AT)
makes it possible to maintain community involvement and avoid the need for
institutional care. Assistive technology includes items such as wheelchairs, hospital beds, augmentative communication systems, environmental control systems, ramps, and computers. While access to AT has been enhanced through the
federal Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act (P.L.

103-25o) (Tech Act), many barriers remain, particularly related to funding.
Although AT, a multi-million dollar business, is only a small part of the total
national health care budget, it can be essential in reducing the need for expensive institutional care. Unfortunately, coverage for devices has continued to
become more restrictive as government health care and managed care programs reduce costs.
One means to address the reduced resources available for the purchase of AT
is through the reutilization of existing assistive technology. An estimated 20 % to
4o% of assistive technology goes unused for a variety of reasons, such as changes
in medical needs, an individual grows out of the equipment, or the equipment

selected was not the appropriate piece of equipment for the individual. This
DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES

unused equipment creates a potential resource that could meet the needs of many
individuals.

Definitions Used in Recycling AT Equipment
In waste management and product recovery, the term "recycle" is actually the last
level in a hierarchy. The first level is "reduce," such as when a company reduces

its inventory, and gets rid of extra stock. The second level is "reuse," which
means to use again and again, to put a piece of equipment back in circulation.
The third level is "recycle," which means taking something that was discarded
and transforming it into some other kind of product.
In this document, the term "recycled" means to reuse an AT item. Recycled
assistive technology equipment is any piece of used equipment, device, or aid
that is now capable of being reused by someone else. The recyling programs
featured have various names for this: reutilization, refurbishing, or redistribution.

How Recycled AT Benefits Suppliers, Students, and
Consumers
Suppliers. The availability of refurbished equipment fills a void; it provides anoth-

er tool for suppliers to satisfy the needs of consumers. Often, third party reimbursement systems establish caps, or limits, on payments for certain categories of
equipment. Suppliers can offer recycled equipment as a less expensive alternative
to allow consumers to stay within their financial limits. Reused equipment,
compared with new equipment, also incurs a lesser co-payment amount when
the consumer pays a percentage of the total cost. Since AT often is paid from
consumers' own funds, recycled equipment allows consumers to reduce out-ofpocket expenses. Suppliers also can use recycled devices for rental requests to fill
temporary needs.

Students. Currently, public schools do not have enough computers for all students, including students with disabilities. Students with disabilities use computers to complete classwork, take tests, conduct research, and improve their
computer skills. Teachers find that course work completed on the computer is
often easier to read, better organized, and easier to correct. Computer use often
builds students' confidence and self-esteem.
Recycled technology can fill the need for more computers for students with
disabilities. It can provide vital equipment for class use. It also can provide the
extra devices that students take home to do their homework and get more comfortable with the technology. The less sophisticated computers that are available as

8
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used equipment usually are less intimidating for students and can be modified to
perform specialized tasks for individuals.

Consumers. Reused equipment is less expensive than new equipment, which is
especially important if consumers must pay for devices out of their own funds.
Moreover, consumers can afford to purchase second pieces of equipment, such as
a second wheelchair, for convenience. Recycled, adapted recreational devices
also offer more affordability than new devices.
Reused equipment can provide temporary access to devices when consumers
are waiting for their newly purchased items to arrive. For example, consumers
who are discharged from nursing homes, and who cannot take the equipment
that they were using in the facility, can borrow recycled equipment until their
new equipment arrives.

Being able to use a recycled computer in the home allows consumers to
shop on-line, pay bills, and write checks more easily. Computers can provide
an avenue of communication via e-mail, especially important for people with
disabilities who may spend a considerable amount of time in their homes.
Computers can help with employment, by providing a means to conduct a job
search on-line or to telecommute.

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES

A SUPPLIER'S VIEW

All-Ways Accessible, Inc.
eff Lavoie, President of All-

the state's recycling program

quickly solve a problem by using

Ways Accessible, Inc., in

relied on dealer knowledge and

recycled equipment and then

W Concord, New Hampshire,
had some initial concerns about

expertise to make the program

move on to other sales that are

successful.

more revenue generating."

"The idea that used equip-

"With HMO caps, many times

"When the REM (the state's

ment would flood the market

customers will face the dilemma

recycling program) started, I

and decrease the sale of new

of purchasing a new piece of

had some reservations as to

equipment did not happen," said

equipment with a large co-pay-

how the program would work
and what it would mean to me.
How would this affect my profit
margin? Would a used equipment program flood the marketplace and then make the sale
of new equipment more difficult? What if consumers

Lavoie. "Used equipment fills a

ment versus buying a piece of

void that new equipment cannot

good, used equipment with a

fill. When a consumer needs a

smaller co-payment. Obviously,

a statewide recycling program.

piece of equipment and has

the used equipment becomes

funding issues, sometimes the

the product of choice. Many

only answer is to provide a good

times, this is the difference

quality, less expensive piece of

between making the sale or not

used equipment. If I did not

making the sale."
"The recycled equipment pro-

purchased less expen-

have the option to sell the used

sive used equipment

product, then I would not have

gram also serves as a great

from the recycling pro-

been able to satisfy the cus-

referral source. Many customers

gram and caused me to

tomer's need and I would not

call the REM and they tell the

lose out on sales?"

have made any sale at all."

customer to call me to make

None of these initial

"As a result of the New

arrangements to purchase the

Hampshire recycling program, I

used equipment, or for new

fruition. The REM recycling pro-

am able to have another

equipment if used is not avail-

gram was designed with the

resource to quickly satisfy the

able. I also am able to service my

dealer in mind. It involved the

customer's need. For me, this

other referral sources better by

business community from the

means that I have a happy cus-

helping them out of difficult sit-

beginning so an antagonistic

tomer who will continue to do

uations for minimal expense."

relationship did not develop and

business with me. I am able to

concerns have come to
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Chapter 2

Programmatic Models for
Assistive Technology
Recycling Programs
OPERATORS OF RECYCLING PROGRAMS HAVE MANY PROGRAMMATIC MODELS TO

choose from when designing a program that fits their situation. Programs can be
classified by the way equipment is redistributed. For example, equipment may be
given away, sold, placed on consignment, or loaned.
Many programs give away used assistive technology. These programs see the
distribution of equipment as a means to ensure that those who need the equipment will receive it. Into New Hands (INH) in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and

Friends of Disabled Adults and Children (FODAC) in Georgia are two programs that use this model.
Other recycling programs sell the used AT equipment, charging not only for

the piece of equipment but also for the cost of refurbishing the equipment.
These programs see the distribution of used equipment as a product line that
generates revenueat least enough funds to cover program costs. The New
Hampshire Refurbished Equipment Marketplace (REM) and New Jersey's Back
in Action (BIA) are two programs that work within this model.

AT technology recycling programs also can promote the short-term and

long-term loan of equipment, such as the North Carolina Check-It-Out
Program (CIO). Many states also operate an equipment exchange program/broker service or consignment program that allows individuals to identify others
who want to buy or sell equipment privately among themselves.

Table I"Redistribution Models"summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each of these models for the consumer, the nonprofit organization,
and the durable medical equipment (DIVIE) dealer.

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES

TABLE 1-REDISTRIBUTION MODELS
Advantages and Disadvantages to the Consumer, Nonprofit Organization, and Durable Medical Equipment (DME) Dealer

REDISTRIBUTION MODEL

CONSUMER

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

DME

Give it away.

Advantages: Consumer
pays nothing.
Disadvantages: No guar-

Disadvantages: Constant fundraising to support activity.

Advantages: A place to
refer customer who has
no money.

Disadvantage: Loss of a
potential customer.

antees.

Become a DME.

Discount Broker.

Advantages: None.
Disadvantages:
Consumer must pay at
marketno savings.

Advantages: Receives more
money for equipment.
Disadvantages: Must assume
all liability and increased paperwork.

Advantages: None
Disadvantages: Other

Advantages: Consumer
pays less than market.
Disadvantages:
Consumer can only get
high tech items.

Advantages: Receives money to
cover cost. Greater network to
market products to.
Disadvantages: Must still raise
additional funds to support over-

Advantages: Can still
make a profit and please

DMEs have a new cornpetitor.

customer.

head.

Loan it at no cost.

Advantages: No cost to
consumer.

Disadvantages: Often no
guarantee of the quality
of the device. May not be
the state of the art.

Incorporate it into an
existing redistribution
organization (i.e.,
Goodwill Industries).

Advantages: Consumer
can still save money. One
stop shopping for used
equipment, furniture, and
clothes.

Disadvantages:
Consumer must travel to
the store or location.

Advantages: Meeting a need.
Disadvantages: Constant fundraising to cover overhead.
Must track equipment and no
guarantee equipment will come
back. Must repair and refurbish
before equipment can be loaned
out again. Equipment can
become quickly outdated.

Advantages: No Benefit.
Disadvantages: Loss of a
potential customer.

Advantages: Goodwill and
other such organizations have
name recognition, and have a
proven system for refurbishing.
Can be a training site for skill
development in refurbishing
equipment. Larger organizations
have the ability to spread the

Advantages: None.
Disadvantages: Another
competitor for used
equipment.

overhead costs.

Disadvantages: Must rely on
customer to come to store.
ATECH Services An Alliance for Assistive Technology, Education and Community Health
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Partnerships Lead to Success
Successful programs encompass at least one or more partners. New Hampshire's

REM works with a network of vendors as an integral part of its operation. It
acts as the network's used equipment wholesaler. INH in Pennsylvania was
formed through the consolidation of several small recycling programs maintained by disability organizations. These organizations now actively support INH

and funnel donations and client referrals to INH. North Carolina's CIO has
developed a statewide scope by painstakingly adding local partners to form a
regionalized service delivery system.

The AT Recycling Process
All recycling programs need systems for receiving, refurbishing, and distributing items.

Receiving. To encourage donations of usable AT, programs advertise in many
different ways. Often, advertisements are placed in community papers and in the
yellow pages in local telephone directories. Other unique methods of advertising have been used successfully. For example, New Hampshire's REM distributes stickers that vendors put on new equipment that encourage users to donate

the equipment to the REM when they no longer need the devices.
Additionally, programs often designate regional centers as drop off places to
increase donations and to facilitate transportation of items to a central location.
Programs have learned to be selective in accepting equipment. Programs
only take those items that are apt to sell. They have learned to say "no" to items
that have a low turnover. (See Figure i"How to Avoid Costly AT Mistakes"
developed by the REM.) With limited space, the storage of goods is often a
consideration when programs decide what they will accept. Even programs that
expand into large warehouse facilities still find that space fills quickly.
The receiving process includes providing the donor with a receipt for the
donation. Since recycling programs tend to be operated by nonprofit organizations, donations to the programs can be considered tax deductible. Successful
programs have an inventory tracking system, usually one that is computerized
and ideally one that uses bar codes to identify items. When donors give large
items, such as motorized wheelchairs, the donor is encouraged to provide an
operating manual to give to the next owner.

Refurbishing. When items arrive, initial evaluations are conducted to determine the extent of refurbishing that is needed. Minor cleaning and simple
repairs are done in-house. For more extensive refurbishing, trained technicians
DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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FIGURE 1HOW TO AVOID COSTLY AT MISTAKES
by Therese Willkomm, Refurbished Equipment Marketplace

1. Don't accept equipment that will cost more to refurbish
than it is worth. Examples of these types of equipment

you try to help troubleshoot a problem.
6. Don't respond to every pickup request that you receive. Ask

include rusty chairs, chairs with bent frames, broken com-

detailed questions about equipment that is being donated

puter monitors, and computers that come without RAM or

to insure that it is good quality. If possible encourage that

hard drives.

the equipment stays wherever it is and that a picture of the

2. Don't accept items that are considered hazardous waste

and will cost more to dispose of if it is later determined
that the items do not work. This equipment includes broken
monitors because of non-working cathode tubes, some

equipment or the device is sent. These pictures can be

transmitted easily via e-mail to prospective buyers or
placed on the Internet.

7. Don't accept equipment that is more than 6 years old.

electronic equipment, equipment that is made with chrome,

Since the focus of the REM is on good quality equipment

and expired chemicals.

and maintaining dignity, older pieces of equipment seldom

3. Don't accept low turnover items such as manual hospital
beds, fixed walkers, or wheelchairs with fixed arm rests.

turn over.

8. Don't become a dumping ground. Learn to say no. If you

4. Don't accept any expired goods.

don't you will pay for it in labor, storage, and disposal

5. Don't accept items that will require ongoing technical sup-

costs.

port. You will spend considerable time on the telephone as

complete the repairs and conduct a final safety check to ensure the item is
ready for use. Items are steam cleaned and often shrink-wrapped before they are

ready for distribution. When items are sold, the prices for the items include
the cost of parts and labor used in the refurbishment.
Some recycling programs incorporate job training or rehabilitation programs
into the refurbishing efforts. For example, FODAC employs persons with traumatic brain injury to refurbish equipment as part of their rehabilitation.

Distributing. With most recycling programs, customers can try out items before
they are purchased or taken home. Indeed, reuse programs stress the importance
of trying out items before buying to avoid abandonment of the equipment. It is
an advantage for the customer that reuse programs take in all makes and models
of equipment so customers usually have a wide variety from which to choose.
Consumers may be unaware of different types of equipment on the market if
they work with a dealer that does not carry many models. With more complex
items, such as motorized wheelchairs, the recycling program offers the customer
instruction on how to use equipment.
Used equipment programs publicize the items that they have available. BIA
.1
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publishes a catalog that describes each item. To reach diverse audiences, BIA
also makes presentations at schools to inform teachers and parents about the
program and it uses exhibits at a popular statewide AT exposition to educate
the public. Other programs use their Web sites to attract customers. Reuse programs often gather information on their customers to identify the demographics
of their client base, but also to ensure that the customer meets any eligibility criteria for their program. For example a recipient of equipment from INH must
fall below a certain income level to be eligible to receive free devices. Recycling
programs maintain waiting lists for specific items. As an item becomes available,
those on the waiting list are notified. The list also serves another important purpose. It indicates to potential sponsors and donors that there is a need for particular items.

Management Aspects of Recycling: Staff, Inventory,
Liability, and Funding
Staff Most programs have some paid staff, usually a program manager, who is
responsible for the daily operations of the program, and a technician, who is
responsible for refurbishing efforts. For example, the REM employs a technician
who is certified to repair the brand names carried by the vendors. Thus any
repairs made as part of the refurbishing efforts are completed under the manufacturers specifications and certified by the vendors.
Volunteers are essential to most of the recycling programs. They expand the

reach of the program and the activities in which the program can engage.
FODAC uses volunteers to drive the van that picks up donations, to operate
the thrift store, to help with fundraising, and to refurbish the equipment.
Inventory. Most recycling programs track their inventory using a computerized
database. REM uses a bar coding system that allows each item to be easily identified and tracked from receipt to refurbishing to redistribution. The program's
Web site allows customers to see what items are available.
CIO found that to keep all its regional partners operating as a team, it needed to have a common database and standard procedures. CIO offers its database free to its regional partners and for purchase to other recycling programs.

Liability. Many of the recycling programs are covered under their own or their
host agency's liability insurance, such as New Jersey's BIA, which is covered under
Matheny Hospital's liability insurance. INH tries to limit liability by having the
recipient of the equipment sign a release form acknowledging that the equipment

is used. (See Figure 2"Pre-Owned Equipment Release.") The REM requires its
DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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FIGURE 2PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT RELEASE

(the

The undersigned (the "Donor") acknowledges that the Donee has received

"Equipment") free of charge from

(the "Donor"). The Donee further acknowledged the Equipment is

used equipment, and that the transfer of title to Donee by gift does not involve a sale or marketing of the Equipment.
Donee acknowledges that Donor has warranted that it is transferring good title to the Equipment to the Donee. The
undersigned further acknowledges (I) THAT THE DONOR MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER AND ALL
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A SPECIFIC PURPOSE ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED BY DONOR,

AND (II) THAT THE DONEE IS ACCEPTING THE EQUIPMENT "AS IS." Some examples of equipment are wheelchairs, walkers,

bedside commode chairs, and bath chairs.

Donee, with knowledge that the Equipment has been received free of charge and received subject to above disclaimer of
warranties, does hereby release and discharge Donor, its agents, servants, directors, trustees, employees, successors and assigns

of and from any and all liability, claims, causes of action, damages or demands of any kind whatsoever in law or in equity,

known or unknown, foreseen, or unforeseen, including but not limited to claims for negligence and/or products liability arising
out of or in connection with the said Equipment and/or its use. Provided further that Donee shall indemnify and save harmless
the Donor, its agents, servants, directors, trustees, employees, successors and assigns against all claims, demands, suits, judgements, and all cost, expenses and counsel fees incurred on account thereof, which are based upon injuries, sickness, disease, or

death suffered by Donee or by third parties caused in any manner by said Equipment, and/or arising in whole or in part from
any negligent acts or omission of Donee, the Donee's family members, volunteers, agents, servants, employees, directors and/or

trustees in relation to said Equipment and/or its use.

Witness:

Donee:

Rev. 1 /95

SLW/eel

network of vendors to assume the liability on used equipment that it sells. Since
the REM technician is certified to do repairs, the vendors are willing to accept
this risk. The used equipment liability is covered under the existing liability policies for their businesses.
Funding. Recycling programs receive funds from several sources including their
state's AT program. FODAC conducts several fundraising activities. It operates a
thrift store that sells clothing and other used goods. It sponsors an annual golf
tournament and an ongoing fundraiser to "own a square foot of FODAC."
REM calculates that its cost of operation is $115,000 per year. Approximately

one fourth of this cost is recovered through the sale of refurbished items to
vendors. Some funds are received by the direct sale of small items, such as canes
and crutches, to customers. A grant from New Hampshire's state AT program
provides additional revenue for the program.
10
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WHOLESALE MODEL

Refurbished Equipment Marketplace
he Refurbished

Currently, the REM network

equipment, or computers.

REM staff question potential
donors over the telephone
before accepting a piece of

Equipment Marketplace

consists of 18 vendors. Each ven-

(REM) began 5 years ago

dor pays an annual member fee,

as part of a nonprofit organiza-

which entitles the vendor to buy

tion established through the

refurbished items from the REM.

New Hampshire Assistive

Vendors assume the liability for

Technology Partnership located

these items as they then sell

equipment. If a computer is
donated, REM asks the donor
to demonstrate that the com-

in Concord, New Hampshire.

them to consumers. In 5 years of

puter and monitor work.

Through the wholesale model,

operation, approximately 4,000

Donations are received as a

equipment is received by the

pieces of equipment have been

result of vendor referrals, ads

nonprofit, refurbished, and then

donated and 2,200 have been

in home care places, word of

sold directly to vendors who sell

sold.

mouth, and marketing efforts
of the project that encourage

DONATIONS

donations to the REM. The REM

the equipment to consumers.
"REM uses a wholesale

model to sell directly to vendors

REM has gone through a long

also accepts some items to be

for several reasons, one is liabil-

trial-and-error process to deter-

placed on consignment by con-

ity," explained Therese

mine what to accept. The deci-

sumers and some of these may

Willkomm, Director of REM.

sion is based on limited storage

"We don't have to assume the

space and whether an item is

lead to the donation of the
piece of equipment if the

liability if equipment should
break. The other most impor-

likely to be bought by con-

equipment does not sell. REM

sumers. REM has established

has a van to pick up items

tant reason is the issue of unfair
business practices. If we were

that equipment must be no

throughout New England and

more than 6 years old. Demand

to make occasional deliveries.

to sell this equipment at signifi-

plays a large part in deciding

cantly lower prices than the

what types of equipment will be

computer monitors since such

market, the vendors potentially

accepted. Items in demand

monitors are often considered

could accuse 1.15 of undercutting

include overbed trays, extra

hazardous waste and there is a

their businesses."

wide wheelchairs, hospital beds,

disposal fee, often as high as $8

power chairs, electric chairs, and

per item, to dispose of them

to provide good, quality equipment at affordable prices and
often this equipment is 10% the

power scooters. The cost to

safely. The public may think it is

refurbish the equipment must be

doing a service by donating any

less than the amount for which

assistive technology, including

cost of retail," said Willkomm.

it will be sold. It does not accept

computers, and often does not

"It's a significant savings to con-

soft goods (catheters, diapers,

understand that disposal may be

sumers."

leg braces), certain medical

costly.

"One of our goals for REM is

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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REM does not accept broken

REM now brokers any com-

Volunteers clean items, replace

canes and crutches, are now sold

puter donations to four sources:

tires, and make minor repairs. A

directly to individuals by REM.

United Way; Prison Project; the

paid technician provides more

These items initially were sold

Square Row Institute, which

extensive service. Repairs are

through vendors, but the

rehabilitates computers for

made according to industry spec-

process involved was too time-

senior citizens; and developing

ifications, and the amount of

consuming, compared to the

countries. The Prison Project

time taken for repairs is tracked.

prices of the items. REM's vendor

refurbishes computers and redis-

Labor charges are added to the

network determined that REM

tributes them to schools.

item's selling price.

should sell these items directly

Refurbished items are steam
STORAGE AND REFURBISHING

cleaned and put in plastic bags.

Donated equipment is stored

The inventory is tracked with a

in a central location, a barn that

bar code system and stored in a

the REM turned into a ware-

numbered bin.

Hampshire.
I

9

OTHER SERVICES

REM rents items to vendors,

including power scooters, so

that potential customers can try

house in
Concord, New

to consumers.

out equipment prior to purchase.

REDISTRIBUTION

REM sells items to vendors in

This reduces abandonment of

Because space

its member network. Vendors

equipment by customers who

is limited, REM

set the prices of the devices.

find particular items do not

cannot accept

REM has been working to have

everything that

all vendors agree on a standard

work for them.
It also allows individual con-

is donated.

markup (Medicaid is cost plus

sumers to offer their devices on

Also, if an item

40%). Some vendors have

consignment through REM. REM

sits in the

agreed to abide by a standard

receives 25% of the sales price.

warehouse too long it may pre-

markup, but they are not oblig-

REM has a Web site that includes

vent REM from accepting more

ated to do this. REM has a 30-

pictures of available items, and

quality equipment. Currently the

day return policy. Any item can

the site has become a virtual

program pays $2 per square foot

be returned during this period

store. Individuals can list their

to rent the warehouse, com-

with no questions asked. REM

own items on the Web site. The

pared with the going rate of

sets its prices on items based on

site is located at www.neatex-

$5.50 per square foot.

what the market will bear.

change.org.

When a donation arrives, a

Usually a 5-year depreciation

REM also has a thriving AT

triage type of procedure is con-

schedule is used in setting the

equipment/device parts business.

ducted to determine what needs

price.

These parts come from equip-

to be done to a particular item.

Small ticket items, such as

18

ment that cannot be refurbished.
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Parts include casters, tires, rims,

turnover items to consumers in

countries, often through the

controls, motors, battery charg-

this country and abroad. For

help of the International Medical

ers, and seating systems. These

items that are in low demand in

Equipment Collaborative (IMEC).

parts are sold to the vendors.

this country, for example, fixed

Since the partnership was

Because of storage limitations,

walkers that are hard to trans-

formed, REM has given 1,500

REM only stocks 10 of each item.

port in a car, REM distributes

items to IMEC.

REM also donates low

these excess items to developing

CONSOLIDATION OF SEVERAL SMALL PROGRAMS

Into New Hands
Into New Hands was started
in 1994 by a consortium of

disability organizations in the

tries to assist individuals in

becomes a paying customer by

obtaining new equipment.
However, when that is not pos-

purchasing new equipment the
next year.

INH does some refurbishing

western Pennsylvania area. "The

sible, due to an immediate

consortium pulled all of its exist-

need, or lack of funds on the

in-house, mainly simple clean-

ing equipment loan closets and

part of the individual, then the
recycled equipment is a good
stopgap measure to fill the
needs of the individuals.
INH receives donations of
equipment from many sources.
Vendors are asked to donate
equipment and parts. Vendors
see this as an advantage
because their donations are
considered tax write-offs.
Vendors also see working with
INH as a long-term investment
toward getting new customers.
If an individual with a disability
starts with used equipment the
first year, often the person

ing and readying of equipment.

other resources together and

formed Into New Hands (INH) at
the Center for Independent

Living of Southwest
Pennsylvania," recalled Kevin

Huwe, Project Director of INH.

"The other disability specific
organizations became referral

sources, not only to refer an

individual in need of equipment
to INH, but also to refer donors
who had excess equipment to
INH."

INH recycles DME and then

gives it away. Ideally, the host
independent living center (ILC)

For more extensive refurbishing,
INH asks vendors to refurbish

equipment and also to transport
it to customers.
"I use vendors to refurbish

the equipment and transport it
to the needed consumer," said

Huwe. "They are willing to refurbish equipment for free because

they know that they are receiv-

ing the referrals for new equipment through me also." Vendors
also see that a customer who
receives a used piece of equip-

ment and has been happy with
its service will come back to the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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vendor as a paying customer for

supply the needed transporta-

equipment because it never fit

other items.

tion, but this is still an ongoing

their needs. A loan helps reduce

issue for INH.

the likelihood of purchasing the

INH assumes liability for its

DISTRIBUTION

wrong equipment. Loans enable

equipment. It uses a liability

people to try out equipment eas-

who do not have sufficient

release form that each agency

ily in their homes. A person may

income, adequate insurance cov-

signs. INH invested a tremen-

have found that a particular

erage, or other financial backing

dous amount of time in develop-

piece of equipment worked well

for assistive technology are eligi-

ing the liability release form.

ble to receive preowned equip-

While the form may be a helpful

ment through INH.

tool, INH realizes that the form

in the hospital, but until they try
it at home the individual will not
know if it works in this setting.

does not provide an absolute

For example, an extended bath

guarantee against possible liabil-

bench may work fine in a large

ity actions.

hospital bathroom but not func-

Individuals with disabilities

The primary way that INH dis-

tributes equipment is direct giveaway. INH

111

tion properly in a small home

maintains a list of

INH also loans equipment.

equipment that is

Recycled equipment is ideal for

needed. It encour-

people moving out of nursing

Loans also can be arranged

ages customers to

homes. Because these individu-

stay on its waiting
list to prove that

als are not able to take the

there is a need for

homes to their new residences,

through a statewide equipment
loan library. Library branches
are available throughout
Pennsylvania. If a person needs
to borrow a TTY, he or she may
do so through the INH; or a
statewide program will provide

equipment from the nursing

that piece of equipment. Every 6

they need to borrow equipment

months INH checks with the peo-

from INH until their new equip-

ple on the list to see if they still
want to be on it.

ment purchases arrive.

Loans allow a person to try

A challenge for INH has been

out a piece of equipment. INH

the transportation of equipment

receives many donations from

to the customer. Vendors often

individuals who cannot use the

bathroom.

a TTY as a loan or on a permanent basis.

20
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OUTREACH IS KEY

Back to Action
he first goal of Matheny

have found it effective to send

Hospital's Back In Action

the catalog to every politician,

BIA primarily serves New

(BIA) assistive technology

including the governor, so that

Jersey, although some sales,

recycling program is to publicize

they can offer their constituents

donations, and loans are from

the availability of its program

this service and get the name

New York and Pennsylvania. The

components. BIA consists of a

out about the program."

most popular items are architec-

Even though Matheny

tural elements, such as portable

recycling program, an AT

SERVICES PROVIDED

exchange program, and an

Hospital has conducted several

ramps. Computers and personal

equipment loan program. BIA

publicity campaigns, people are

care items, such as transfer

publicizes its services through

still unaware of the program. To

benches are also popular.

having a toll free number, dis-

increase awareness BIA staff

Mobility devices and transporta-

tributing its catalog, placing ads

give presentations to profession-

tion items are big sellers. The

in the local newspapers, and

al organizations. For example,

three components of BIA's pro-

using public service announce-

these presentations have been

gram, a recycling program, an AT

ments (PSAs) on local radio sta-

made to school districts to

exchange program, and an

tions. Phone calls are tracked to

encourage them to share the

equipment loan program will be

make sure word is getting out to

information with parents and

discussed in this section.

all regions of the state. Results

students.

of calls are analyzed to deter-

For BIA's recy-

cling program,

BIA exhibits yearly at the

mine who receives the news and

Abilities Expo, a large AT fair

much of the

how they found out about the
program. Then staff determines

that occurs in early April each

equipment that

year in New Jersey. At this fair,

the agency recy-

how best to increase the aware-

major manufacturers show their

cles is not neces-

ness activities.

new products. BIA, however,

sarily at the BIA

wants to attract people looking

facility. It

what we were trying to do was

for secondary pieces of equip-

remains with the

simply to get the word out

ment. For example, customers

about the program, primarily

may want a second chair but are

through distributing copies of

not eligible for one through a

donor until it is
sold. However the equipment
that is brought in to the center is

our catalog of recycled equip-

public or private funding source.

inspected and a determination

ment," said Dan O'Neill, Project

Or they may not meet third

made as to whether or not it

Director of BIA. "Now we are

party funders' criteria for a

will be fixed up.

focusing our efforts a little bet-

power wheelchair but need

ter. We don't send the catalog

some sort of power assistance.

"Initially the whole focus of

"We don't necessarily deal
pads and such," said O'Neill.

out in multiple copies. But we

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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"The main focus of that assess-

available, this is passed on to

in 2 business days. Often callers

ment is really individual safety.

the new owner.

refer to a specific item and the

The technician looks for safety

Items to be recycled or

BIA staff member provides infor-

mation about the item and sup-

items. Is the frame of the

exchanged are listed in the BIA

device/equipment structurally

catalog. This catalog contains a

plies the seller's first name and

sound? If we feel that a piece of

brief description of the item

telephone number. Each seller

equipment can be refurbished

including the make, model, and

must sign a release form before

cost effectively and will be safe,

size. The catalog is kept updated

BIA staff can give out the seller's

then that equipment is refur-

with items listed for 1 year.

name and phone number. After

bished. If it is refurbished, the

Expensive items, such as a van

the potential buyer contacts the

cost to repair it is included in the

or house, are listed for a longer

seller and a match has been

sale price of the item." For large

period of time.

made, the seller calls Matheny

items, BIA provides on-site train-

The BIA staff answer phone

ing before the buyer leaves with

calls regarding the items in the

the item. If an owner's manual is

catalog. Calls are returned with-

Hospital and the item is taken
out of the database.

VOLUNTEERS AS A KEY COMPONENT OF A RECYCLING PROGRAM

Friends of Disabled Adults and Children
d Butchart started the

housed in a 74,000 sq ft ware-

non-FODAC items, for repair at

nonprofit organization
Friends of Disabled Adults

house with a staff of 30 people.

any time.

Last year it distributed, free of

SERVICES PROVIDED

and Children (FODAC) in 1987 as

charge, 5,300 wheelchairs, hos-

a mission ministry of Mount

pital beds, and other devices.

primarily used mobility and

Carmel Christian Church in Stone

Volunteers refurbish most of the

home health care equipment.

Mountain, Georgia. Butchart's

equipment.

The equipment is repaired and

goal was to offer a variety of
services to persons with physical
and mobility impairments.
FODAC was started with a small
collection of wheelchairs. The
program has grown immensely
over the years and is now

All equipment is provided
with a "life-time" guarantee.

refurbished and provided, at no

"As long as FODAC is alive it is

Items available include wheel-

guaranteed," said Butchart,

chairs, canes, crutches, hospital

founder and president of

beds, bathroom equipment and

FODAC. Recipients may trade in

other special need items.

or bring in any item, including
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FODAC recycles equipment,

charge, to anyone who needs it.

FODAC provides other ser-

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES

vices besides recycled equip-

in 51 countries as well as 34

They have assisted with the

ment. It provides free, accessible

states. In its history, FODAC has

annual golf tournament, which

transportation to essential

provided $18.3 million in equiva-

raises additional funds for the

places for individuals who use

lent retail value of services and

program. Volunteers also build

wheelchairs. This service is pro-

has spent only $2.6 million in

ramps and make other small

vided on a first-come, first-

operating funds. That means

modifications to homes.

served basis. This service has

that for every dollar spent in

some built-in limitations of time

operating costs, $6.85 in services

and distance but as many people

have been provided.

Funds are sought from any
available sources. FODAC oper-

as possible are served.

FODAC collaborates with the
Traumatic Brain Injury

FUNDING

ates a Thrift Store (located in its

VOLUNTEERS

Most of the refurbishing is

building), which provides about

Community Reentry Program, a

accomplished by volunteers and

40% of FODAC's

program that has been in opera-

a continuous effort is made to

operating costs.

tion since 1992. FODAC offers a

recruit volunteers of all ages

Churches provide

post-medical rehabilitation set-

from Boy Scouts to senior citi-

about 27%, indi-

ting that has proven to be

zens. Community service work-

viduals about

.

I

I

1.
II

extremely effective in develop-

ers from the county systems also

15%, and corpo-

ing confidence, self-esteem, and

are used effectively to perform

rations and foun-

new job skill levels among sur-

many tasks.

dations provide

vivors of traumatic brain injuries.

Volunteers have assisted with

...s

1

4.

1

the rest. Fund-

several activities that generate

raising events such as a golf

requests for assistance and many

funds for the ministry. They oper-

tournament, gospel singing,

organizations serving people

ate the FODAC thrift store, assist

fishing tournament, and a raffle

overseas are helped. FODAC

with fundraisers, and help with

for a new car also are held

wheelchairs currently are rolling

the operation of the program.

annually.

FODAC does not refuse any

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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LOCAL CENTERS FACILITATE EQUIPMENT LOAN PROGRAM.

Check-lt-Out
he North Carolina

the different agencies were will-

loaned. These reports guide the

Assistive Technology

ing to participate if they
retained local control of their

purchase of equipment that is in

Project integrated short-

term and long-term loan and

equipment. That was fine with

demand.

"We generally treat recycled

recycling efforts into one pro-

us. We didn't want to take away

equipment as a long-term loan

gram through the use of region-

their equipment, we just wanted

so the equipment stays with the

al centers located throughout

to share information statewide,"

person as long as it is needed

the state. Currently 17 agencies

explained Sonya Van Horn,

and being used," said Van Horn.

are involved, through 32 partici-

Project Coordinator for North

pating sites, in the Check -It -Out

Carolina's CIO Project.

The CIO Web site

(http://www.check-it-out.org) is

To aid information sharing,

popular with users. It offers 24-

Developmental Disability

CIO provided local agencies with

hour access to the database of

Councils or Woman's and

a common database to track the

equipment. The Web site links all

Children's Health Centers, 5 are

equipment inventory and to

the local agencies together. Loan

regional North

generate reports. The Project

requests can be generated on-

Carolina Assistive

trained agency staff on how to

line. A Web search engine allows

Technology

use the database, how to man-

potential borrowers to browse

Programs, and 5

age inventory, and how to

the collections of all the agen-

are rehabilitation

access the common Internet site.

cies.

hospitals. In 1997

Common forms are used by

A calendar of training events

and 1998, 1,300

the agencies to gather vendor

is included on the Web site. The

loans were made

information, record the loan his-

Web page received 21,000 hits in

from a pool of

tory of each piece of equipment,

the last year. Plans are underway

19,000 items.

and track borrowers. Consistent

to increase access features to the

Each local agency

formats were developed for han-

Web page for people with low

develops its own

dling internal records and shar-

vision and to add photographs

loan policies

ing loan inventory information

of the various equipment items.

regarding what

across the state. The database is

Project (CIO). Of these 17, 7 are

II

1

I

is loaned, who can receive a

used to produce reports on

loan, and the length of time an

equipment that is overdue, what

item is loaned.

equipment is currently on loan,

"We started this program six

demographic information regard-

years ago by linking existing

ing the location of the equip-

equipment and recycling pro-

ment, and the number of times

grams. We discovered that all

each type of equipment is
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Chapter 3

Components of Computer
Recycling Programs
WITH SURPLUS COMPUTERS GATHERING DUST AS CORPORATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS

upgrade technology, the recycling of computers makes sense. Computers can
provide individuals with personal productivity tools, such as word processing,
access to the Internet, and electronic communication, and can enable some people to work at home. Used computers offer these possibilities.

Starting a Recycling Program
Existing recycling programs can add computers to their product lines. This was
how Davis Memorial Goodwill Industries (DMGI) became involved in computer recycling. Existing recycling programs have an infrastructure already in
place. This infrastructure may include a central receiving facility, storage space,
staff, and procedures for processing items. DMGI found that, even with these
advantages, there were some obstacles to overcome. Management and sales staff
lacked computer expertise. Not all the stores were suitable for computer sales.
There was a need to receive "buy in" for this new endeavor from all involved to
ensure that the program was integrated into the rest of the organization.
For programs just starting, a person who can "champion" the cause is essential
to bring the program into existence. The Georgia ReBoot program found it
important to have a staff member who was able to push the project forward. A
successful leader in this effort needs to have a passion for the project, organizational skills, computer skills, management skills, and the ability to actively solve
problems.

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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Partnerships
Computer recycling programs are often successful if they partner with business
and corporate groups. These groups can be active sources of donated computers,
and they can provide technical expertise and a source of volunteers. They are also
potential sources of funding.
Other partners could include other recycling programs, technical colleges,

software producers, hardware manufacturers, personal computer (PC) user
groups, and regional centers.

Receiving, Refurbishing, Distributing, and
Discarding
Computer recycling programs incorporate many of the features of other assistive
technology recycling programs. They receive used computers, refurbish them,
and distribute them to customers. Computer recycling programs have an addi-

tional task of discarding unwanted computers safely as the cathode ray tubes
and other computer parts are considered hazardous waste.
Receiving. Programs publicize their need for donated computers. ReBoot dis-

tributes flyers and works through its regional centers to get the word out.
Corporate donors often give large volume donations and provide the transportation to get the computers to the recycling center.
When a donation is received, ReBoot collects information about the donor
and the computer and stores it in a database. To foster repeat donations, ReBoot
makes sure donors are sent thank you notes, are invited to events at the Centers,
and are generally regarded as partners.
Recycling programs have learned to say no to certain donations because some

donated equipment will not be usable by their customers, either because it is
too slow or because it does not work. If a program takes in older computers
equipment disposal becomes an issue. DMGI often does not have a choice in
saying no. People drop off their old computers, believing the machines may be of
use. Recycling programs have found that educating potential donors about their
needs will result in the program receiving higher quality used items.

Refurbishing. Refurbishing of computers involves cleaning the drives and
installing new operating systems. This refurbishing is usually completed in-house.

In fact, the DMGI uses the computer refurbishing process as a job training
opportunity for its clients. ReBoot calls on students from a local technical college to augment its technical staff by refurbishing many of the computers. The
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New Hampshire REM sends its computers to a refurbishing industry located
within a state prison.
Donors of computers expect to have their old files erased from the hard drives before the machines are distributed to others. Once a computer is readied, it
then must have a new operating system loaded onto it. Recycling programs
encourage donors to transfer the licenses to their operating systems and to provide
documentation for Windows 95 and more advanced operating systems. If this is
not possible, then Windows 3.1 usually is loaded and an inexpensive applications

software package, such as New Deal software, which is designed to work on
slower machines, is installed. ReBoot documents the software and system with
which each of its computers is equipped. Figure r"Contents of Computer"
provides an illustration of what is attached to each computer to identify its contents. Any computers that are not saleable are cannibalized and used for parts.

Distributing. Programs that sell recycled computers keep costs down so that the
machines are attractively priced. The DMGI sells 386s for $99 and 486s for
luso. It also tries to put together a package based on a person's need for the
computer. For a person whose goal is to connect to the Internet, a computer
and modem package is priced at $250.
ReBoot gives away its computers. Applicants wishing to receive a computer

must complete a form. (See Figure 2"Application for Computer ReUtilization Service.") Once accepted, the recipient must sign an agreement and
perform 20 hours of volunteer work. After the person has received a computer,
ReBoot follows up with the individual to provide any additional technical support.
Computer recycling programs consider basic computer literacy training and
follow-up technical support to be essential for the individual who receives a
computer. If a customer does not know how to operate the device it will sit
unused. ReBoot provides training at its regional centers, so that lessons can be
tailored to fit the needs of the person receiving the computer. The East West
Foundation (EWF) also provides 4 to 6 hours of training to the individual and
family and is available for technical support as needed.

Discarding. As stated previously, because computer parts are considered hazardous waste, they must be disposed of properly, usually at a special landfill and
for a fee, approximately $8 per item. The DMGI initially received a grant from
the Environmental Protection Agency to recycle computers. It was able to dispose of unusable computers at a special site and for a much lower fee. Nationally,
disposal of computers is becoming a larger issue, as more and more computers
are added to landfills and the quantity of hazardous waste increases.
Since businesses ridding themselves of outdated technology also must pay
DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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FIGURE 1-CONTENTS OF COMPUTER

Reb

Fill out both forms then cut along dotted line.
Attach Left Form to computer.
'Ilan in the Right Form. THANK YOU!

Reb

%el

,- Promoting Independence for People with
Disabilities through Computer Recycling

Date:

Date:

Tech:

Tech:

Final Check Tech:

Final Check Tech:

Donor:

Donor:

System #:

System #:

Recycled for:

Recycled for:

COMPUTER

COMPUTER
Laptop

Style: 0 Desktop 0 Tower

Style: 0 Desktop

Laptop

Tower

Serial #:
Make/Model:

Serial #:
Make/Model:

Processor 0 486 CI Pen. I

CI Pen. II

Processor: ID 486 0 Pen. I 0 Pen. II

Speed:
RAM:

Speed:

HD Size:

HD Size:

RAM:

Drives: 0 3.5 0 5.25

Drives: 0 3.5 0 5.25

CD Drive: 0 8x 0 32x 0 DVD
Modem: CI 28 0 33 0 56

x

CD Drive: 0 8x 0 32x 0 CND _x
Modem: 0 28 0 33 0 56
Connectors

Connectors
Serial:
Parallel:

Game:

pin M
pin F

Serial:

pin M

Parallel:

pin F

pin M

Game:

pin M

0 15 pins

Monitor:

015 pins

Monitor:

Cards

Cards
0 Sound:
0 NetWork:
0 Video:

0 Sound:
NetWork:
0 Video:

Software Loaded
New Deal

0 005 6.22
0 Win. 3.1

PS /2

Mouse: 0 PS /2

AT

Match With
Keyboard: 0 P5/2

SVGA
Monitor: VGA
14"
015"
Monitor Size:

Mouse:

0 New Deal

Win 95

0 Win 95

Serial 0 None Avail.

Additional Comments:

Software Loaded
0 DOS 6.22
0 Win. 3.1

Match With
Keyboard:

4v

AT

P5/2 0 Serial

None Avail.

Monitor: 0 VGA 0 SVGA
17" 0 21"

Monitor Size: 014"

15"

17

21"

Additional Comments:
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disposal fees, the EWF has capitalized on this requirement to receive extra funds

for its work. EWF allows corporations to provide grants to EWF to be their
recycler. These grants pay for disposal of used machines, transportation of the
machines to the refurbishing center, and labor and parts for refurbishing the
machines.

Program Management
Staffing. Besides a program manager, who champions the program, recyclers
need a computer hardware technician, someone who is at least A+ certified.
Re Boot also has found it needs a software installation and de-installation wizard,
a computer literacy instructor, an intake and follow-up coordinator, and a funding rainmaker. DMGI found it also needed a driver to transport the computers
from one store to another.
Volunteers are a good source of workers. Re Boot relies heavily on volunteers
and recruits them from a variety of sources, such as corporate partners, the local

technical college, and a PC users group. ReBoot even was successful with a
grant to hire AmeriCorp volunteers. With this diverse group of volunteers,
ReBoot found that it needed to manage these groups better. It has delineated
specific job categories and assigned these jobs to the volunteers. Volunteers are
then provided with training for their job categories.
Funding. The operating costs for computer recycling programs can vary. DMGI
estimated that its annual budget expenses were about $140,000. ReBoot figured that it needed a s loo,000 funding base. These costs account for staff salaries
and benefits, storage, and transportation.

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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FIGURE 2APPLICATION FOR COMPUTER RE-UTILIZATION SERVICE

Reb

tat

iro

Application for the Computer Re-Utilization Service

Date: _f_ /_
Name:

Age:

Contact Person:

Phone:

Address:
City:

Zip:

State:

County:
Phone Number. (

)

)

Fax Number: (

Sex: CI Female 0 Male
Race:

Are you a DRS Client? 0 Yes CINo

Were you a DRS Client? 0 Yes 0 No When?
Please describe your disability:
1) Explain why having a computer will help you:

2) Have you tried to obtain a computer from another source? 0 Yes 0 No
If yes, what have you tried?
3) To qualify to participate in Reboot you must have an Action Plan for Training.
How will you learn to use the computer?
4) Would you like to go through computer training?: Q Yes 0 No
Would you be able pay for computer training? 0 Yes 0 No
How much would you be able to pay? 0 $10 U $15 0 $20 an hour

6) How did you hear about the service?
7) Would you like to be on our mailing list? 0 Yes ID No

b) If your application is approved, do you agree that you are responsible for

20 hours of Volunteer Work? 0 Yes 0 No
9) Where will you serve these hours?
10) What Assistive Technology would you need (i.e., keyguard) and what is your plan to obtain it?
$
11) Would you like to make a donation to help Reboot continue this service?: 0 Yes 0 No Amount:

Additional Comments:
Sign:

Date:

/

/

For Internal Use
Date application received:

Approved? 0 Yes 0 No

I

I
Initials:

Additional Comments:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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RECYCLING' PROGRAM FILLS A COMMUNITY'S NEED

Re Boot
he Georgia Tools for Life

diverse partners that include

one of their projects and provid-

Project, FODAC, and Touch

businesses, independent living

ed matching funds to purchase

the Future, Inc., created

centers, technical resource cen-

special software, such as Jaws.

the Re Boot computer recycling

ters, government agencies, and

The National Cristina

program in 1997. "When we con-

religious and service organiza-

Foundation has provided invalu-

ducted consumer forums around

tions. The partners meet twice a

able technical assistance to

the state, computer recycling

year. This keeps all partners

ReBoot.

was at the top of the list,"

informed and ensures that every-

recounted Joy Kniskern, Project

one is in agreement on impor-

ally based technology centers to

Director of Georgia's Tools for

tant issues. It also helps that

receive computer donations, fun-

Life Project. "Even with all the

Re Boot has a clear mission so

nel requests from consumers for

barriers, we knew we wanted to

that all know what the project

computers, and then distribute

continue a recycling program."

does and what it does not do.

the computers and train those

Re Boot was configured as a

The partners working with

Re Boot depends on its region-

who receive the computers.

nonprofit organization to work in

Re Boot are many and varied and

collaboration with another non-

range from the Microsoft

between us and our partners. We

profit organization, Friends of

Corporation to the National

host parties to celebrate our part-

Disabled Adults and Children

Cristina Foundation. Microsoft

ners and tell them they are valu-

(FODAC). The Georgia Project had

has donated valuable software

able to us," said Carolyn Phillips,

a long standing relationship with

to Re Boot. Hewlett Packard

Project Coordinator of Re Boot.

FODAC, a private nonprofit that

encourages its workers to volun-

received support from eight large

teer at the project. Technical col-

churches in the metropolitan

leges in Atlanta place some of

Computers are collected at

Atlanta area. In addition, De Kalb

their A+ certification students

the central facility. Re Boot has

College agreed to place students

with Re Boot for on-the-job

become discriminating in the

from its computer repair class in

experience. The Atlanta PC

kind of computers it will accept.

the FODAC/ReBoot facility to

Users group sponsors a special

Currently it only accepts comput-

complete some of their course

interest group that helps the

ers that are Pentiums.

work. This mixture of resources

project with technical problems.

composed the core computer

Re Boot has become an approved

large volume donations from

recycling program team.

site for receiving state and fed-

corporations. For example,

eral government surplus.

Lockheed Martin donated $1.5

Several religious and disability

million in high-end equipment to

specific organizations have

Re Boot. For donations of 10 or

taken on the recycling project as

more computers, Re Boot usually

PARTNERS

The Re Boot Project has

expanded to encompass many

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES

"We nurture the relationship

DONATIONS

Re Boot has received some

sends a staff person to the cor-

onto the computers based on a

the user with the operation of

porate site to see the equipment

the computer, as this person also

tional donations. Re Boot regular-

letter of agreement with
Microsoft that allows Re Boot to
put the operating system on a
designated number of computers. Usually New Deal software
also is loaded onto the

ly lets the people on the donor

machines. This inexpensive soft-

computer is available.

database know what the project

ware package includes a spread

is looking for. Thank you notes

sheet, word processor, data-

are always sent to donors to let

base, games, and communica-

them know their contributions

tion tool applications. These

provide 20 volunteer hours.

are valued.

computers are tracked with an

These hours can be worked at

inventory system (not yet bar

FODAC or in their local commu-

bring the computers to the main

coded) so that the project has a

nities. If recipients volunteer in

facility or to its regional collec-

complete record of all of its

their communities, the time

tion sites. However a partner

equipment. Re Boot can process

must be documented by the

organization, FODAC, has trucks

30 computers a day. Last year it

local organizations. Re Boot

available to pick up some items.

placed 938 computers.

often receives thank you notes

before agreeing to accept it. A
database of donors is main-

tained to keep the donors
informed and encourage addi-

Donors are encouraged to

directly to Re Boot. Re Boot relies

Once the application is accepted
by Re Boot, the person is put on

a waiting list and given an estimated length of time before a

REQUIREMENTS

Computer recipients must

from organizations, such as local

Large corporations usually pallet

their equipment and ship them

will be part of the support team.

Red Cross chapters, for sending

DISTRIBUTION

A person wishing to receive a

volunteers to them. The require-

on informal transportation
arrangements between its part-

computer free from Re Boot fills

ment to contribute hours also

out an application that specifies

raises awareness of the Re Boot

ners. For example, staff from

the intended use of the comput-

program's existence in the com-

partner groups traveling from

er. The purpose does not have to

munity and has been a very suc-

one region of the state to
another often deliver equip-

be related to work or school.

cessful part of the program.

ment.

recreational purposes, but

must agree not to sell or loan

Re Boot needs to know the

the computers. Re Boot stresses

intended use so the appropriate

that a computer is for a desig-

support system for each user can

nated person, for his or her own

received at the central recycling

be provided. Other information

use. This requirement eliminates

facility, they are cleaned.

requested is the identification of

many situations in which the

Windows software is loaded

the person who is going to help

recipient might want to pass on

REFURBISHING

Once the computers are

The computer can be used for

32

Recipients of the computers
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the computer to another (e.g.,

what we are trying to accom-

teers. Both the Atlanta PC Users

mother to child).

plish a little more important."

group and sever-

Training is an integral part of

Once the person has received

al recipients of

the computer package that the

the computer, Re Boot staff

the computers

recipient receives. At the Re Boot

help rebuild

and his or her support team

make follow-up calls to find out
how the person is doing. These
calls are made from the regional
office located near the person
so that any additional training

receive basic operating lessons.

and technical assistance that are

taught ReBoot

The recipient is shown how to

needed can be provided quickly.

the importance of

work special features, such as

Telephone technical assis-

main facility, there is a Learning
Laboratory where devices are

demonstrated and the recipient

donated comput-

s

ers.

Working with
volunteers has

providing a vol-

zoom text, which enlarges the

tance is provided on regularly

unteer with a specific job, giving

size of the words on the com-

scheduled days and times via a

each person a title and responsi-

puter monitor screen. The pro-

toll free number. Assistance is

bilities, and orienting the person

ject also has developed several

also provided via e-mail. Re Boot

to the operation.

task sheets on various topics,

maintains a library of e-mail

such as "How to Operate a Word

answers to respond to common

members on the project. A paid

Processor," "How to Set Up a

questions.

technician with A+ Certification
is responsible for wiping the

Computer," and "How to Clean a
Computer."

Training also can be provided

VOLUNTEERS

"Volunteers help in every

at the regional technology cen-

aspect of our organization," said

ters throughout the state. "We

Phillips. "Our volunteers are key

take the computer back to the

to our success." Re Boot relies on

local level and that is where the

volunteers to staff the opera-

training takes place," said

tion. These volunteers come

Phillips. "I may not know the

from corporations, such as

person getting the computer in

Hewlett Packard and Bell South,

Sylvester, Georgia, but my local

which allow their employees to

partner knows the person well

volunteer once a week. Another

and can personalize the training

group of volunteers comes from

for that person. It also makes

high schools and colleges.

our team a little bigger, and the

Re Boot also has a grant with

partnership a little bigger, and

AmeriCorp which supplies volun-

DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES

There also are some paid staff

donated computers clean and

installing basic operating and

applications software.

'o

U

GENERATING REVENUE AND PROVIDING JOB TRAINING

Davis Memorial Goodwill Industries
avis Memorial Goodwill
began its computer recy-

and management and truck

tion training for consumers

maintenance costs. The local

working in its recycling pro-

cling business in 1994

Goodwill provides space for the

gram. Additional expertise is

when it was awarded a grant

refurbishing operation and for

provided by volunteers.

from the Environmental

the storage of computers.

Protection Agency (EPA) to res-

cue computers from landfills and
distribute them to schools. The

.

II

store in northeast Washington,
D.C., sells the most computers

develop the computer recycling

at attended donation sites and

because our computer techni-

operation run today as "Bargain

at their headquarters. Trucking

cians are available to answer

Bytes."

pickup service is subcontracted

customers' questions," recount-

Nationally, Goodwill organi-

and Goodwill may provide pick-

ed Hal Gangnath, IS Manager. A

zations are all very independent.
Davis Memorial Goodwill has 15

up services for larger corporate

fully loaded Pentium-class

donors, depending on the quali-

machine may sell for as high as

stores in three states or districts:

ty and quantity of machines

$250, and a customer can pick

Maryland, Virginia, and the

being donated.

up a 386 CPU without monitor,

I. 11.
II

Like other Goodwill organizations, DMGI accepts donations

I I

o

"The South Dakota Street

DONATIONS

grant provided seed monies to

II

ii

REDISTRIBUTING

:

keyboard or mouse, for only

District of

Donations of 286k computers

Columbia.

create disposal problems as they

$10. A majority of the machines

Several of these

are considered less desirable to

are 486s and sell for about $100.

stores host a

sell. Goodwill is charged haz-

Bargain Bytes

ardous waste fees for safe dis-

section that sells

posal of these machines.

computers.

Davis Memorial prides itself on

REFURBISHING

When computers are accept-

"If you can give people some-

thing that they want to do with
the computer, instead of just
selling them on 'getting into
technology,' then you are going
to be much more successful,"

providing an environment
where workers can learn job

ed for recycling, the computers

said Gangnath. "Today most of

skills. Currently 2,600 people

first are cleaned, then tagged

the customers want to get on

have been provided with ser-

with a list of what is in each

the Internet. We can at least get

vices and 600 people have been

one. Generally Windows 3.1 is

them started."

placed in jobs.

loaded onto the machines.

The Bargain Bytes operation

Those unable to be recycled are

is similar to other Goodwill
operations in that it must gener-

cannibalized and used for parts.

ate revenue, and pay for drivers

provided access to A+ certifica-

Davis Memorial Goodwill has

34
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Chapter 4

Assistive Technology
Recycling Efforts Around
the Globe
WITH A WEALTH OF SURPLUS ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY, MANY RECYCLING PROJECTS WANT

to help people with disabilities in other countries. What is the best way for programs to help these individuals and what is the best way to supplement assistive
technology?
Several models of recycling programs fill unique needs in other countries.

The East West Foundation (EWF) provides computers. Another project,
Whirlwind Wheelchairs International (WWI), provides assistance with mobility
devices. The International Medical Equipment Collaborative (IMEC), which
has strong assistance from Rotary Clubs worldwide, provides specialized medical
equipment.

Recycling Meets a Variety of Needs
The decision to supply assistive technology to individuals in another country is
based on the project's goal, which is meeting the unique needs of people in a
country or region. To determine the goal, specific questions must be asked. Is the
need for assistive technology a short-term one? Is there a need for highly specialized equipment that cannot be produced locally? Or is the need a chronic
one that could be solved best through a long-term solution?
Short-term. If the need is a short-term one, that is, assistive technology is needed on an emergency basis because of war or a chaotic economic situation, then
AT may be provided best through direct shipments of various technology from
a recycling program to the country or community for the duration of the time
period. Programs such as the New Hampshire REM and FODAC provide AT,
such as walkers and wheelchairs, upon request, to fill immediate needs of indiDISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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viduals in other countries. They also can provide replacement parts that will last
for the short term, until more permanent solutions can be explored.
Specialized Equipment. If a country needs specialized equipment, such as medical equipment or computer technology, a process can be started to meet these
needs. For example, IMEC works with humanitarian organizations to identify
the sites in a country, such as a hospital in Romania or a community clinic in
Ethiopia, that have specialized needs. These sites then become projects for IMEC.
For each site, IMEC conducts a comprehensive assessment of its needs and then

works to meet the needs over a period of time through phased shipments of
equipment and visits from experts.
Computer technology, because of its complexity, can be considered specialized equipment. The EWF works with partner organizations both in this country and in developing countries to determine what the local needs are and the
purpose for using the technology. It then delivers the specified computers, trains
the users, and provides technical support to ensure that the identified need is
filled.

Long-term. If the needs are long term, then they may be filled best with locally produced technology that can be maintained locally. WWI works with groups
of wheelchair users throughout the world, helping them identify wheelchair
designs that fit their rugged terrain. These chairs can be made with inexpensive,
locally available materials; these chairs also can be repaired easily and inexpensively. This use of appropriate technology for an individual's living conditions
can lead to a long-term solution to filling assistive technology needs in developing countries.

Program Operations
International recycling programs often work with partner organizations to funnel equipment donations and volunteer help, and to identify countries and areas
with needs. Funding is received through grants from sponsors interested in the
projects. One such funder is the Rotary Club, with its matching funds for inter-

national programs. Rotary works closely with IMEC to provide enough
resources to ensure that shipments of specialized equipment get to their destinations and are installed and used properly. Rotary has a diverse set of resources,
both monetary and member expertise, which it offers to other recycling programs that need assistance.
WWI also works with partner groups in developing countries. It helps to
empower local individuals and groups. It works to validate ideas and spread them to
0
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others around the world. WWI also provides technical services to local designers
and builders, provides state-of-the-art product testing, and supplies research findings
that can, in turn, be funneled back to the local designers in developing countries.
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ASSISTANCE TO FILL GREATEST NEED

International Medical Equipment Collaborative
he International Medical

IMEC learns about the facili-

selected site and learns about

ties that are in need through the

the needs of the hospital and

years ago as a nonprofit organi-

partner organizations with

clinic. Volunteers also help staff

zation, provides new and recon-

which it works. These "shep-

the installation team that assists

ditioned medical equipment,

in unloading the equipment and

training, and ongoing support to

herding" organizations identify
sites where IMEC will work.

hospitals around the world.

IMEC sees its mission as assisting

operational.

IMEC's goal is to raise the stan-

doctors and nurses in these set-

dard of health care for countries

tings as they care for the sick

with other organizations. A

that have the greatest need.

and injured. Each site that is

prime partner is the Rotary.

"We provide needed medical

selected is called a project. Each

According to Keefe, Rotary clubs

tools to some of the poorest hos-

phase of a project entails a ship-

in his area work with affiliate

pitals, clinics, and

ment of needed medical items.

Rotary clubs in the countries in

orphanages in the

These shipments occur over sev-

which IMEC works. Local club

world," said Tom

eral years. IMEC also provides

members volunteer at the distri-

Keefe, President of

training to use the equipment

bution center in Seabrook, New

IMEC. "At present

and offers ongoing support.

Hampshire, and they participate

we are shipping

in on-site assessments in differ-

have 50 active vol-

"It is our belief that this
approach will have a long-term
impact on the standards of care

unteers and 50

in these hospitals, clinics, and

who assist when equipment is

orphanages," said Keefe.

delivered overseas. The Rotary

Equipment Collaborative
(IMEC), established 4

.

.

I

'II:

.

I

OS

1

4

4

4

of volunteers travels to the

call."

once a week. We

volunteers on call. Our goal by
the end of the year 2000 is to

Volunteers provide substan-

in making the medical items
IMEC successfully collaborates

ent countries. Rotarians are also

members of installation teams,

has been instrumental in finding

ship out a phase of a project

tial contributions to the organi-

needed resourcesboth people

every day, and to have 200 active

zation. They conduct an

and products.

volunteers and 100 volunteers on

assessment of each site. A team
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POWERFUL PARTNERS

Rotary International
otary International is a

challenge a few years back to

aftermath of Hurricane Mitch,

service organization that

eradicate polio from the face of

Rotary clubs in New Hampshire

was started in 1905 by

the earth by the year 2000,"

sent supplies to Honduras

Paul Harris. Today, there are 1.2

Sheridan said. "We're almost

through free trucking services.

million members in nearly 30,000

there because we have a wide-

First, Rotary asked a trucking

Rotary clubs located in 187 coun-

spread organization throughout

company that had scheduled a

tries and territories. Rotarians

the world with local club mem-

truck to return to New Orleans

can be powerful partners for

bers who could convince their

recycling projects "because they

neighbors that it is okay to give

from New Hampshire with no
cargo if it could carry relief sup-

have a ready force of volun-

their babies the vaccine."

plies. Rotary then contacted

teers," said John Sheridan,

Currently Rotary spends

Chiquita Banana Corporation,

which carried the supplies from

Bow, New Hampshire. "They

about $158 million annually in
humanitarian projects. "Money

have people who are geared to

is leveraged very, very quickly,"

of charge.

humanitarian projects and have

Sheridan pointed out, primarily

knowledge about a wide variety

through a matching grants

of things."

process. Local clubs contribute

Rotary District Governor from

New Orleans to Honduras free

to partnering with Rotary clubs.

nor matches them for interna-

Across the United States,
local Rotary Clubs continually
are looking for
projects, primarily
.
in four areas: club

Clubs in the U.S. work not only

tional projects. The Rotary

service, vocation-

There are several advantages

funds and then a district gover-

with people in their local areas

Foundation of Rotary

al services, com-

but throughout the world.

International then matches with
additional funds.

munity service,

'a

Overseas Rotary Clubs offer

el

and international

clubs in assisting people in other

tive strategies to some of the

urged anyone who could use

countries. These connections are

issues facing recycling programs,

the key to success in Rotary's

such as reducing costs of ship-

services from the Rotary to
contact a club in their area.

quest to eliminate polio around

ping and transporting equip-

the globe. "Rotary took on the

ment. For example, in the
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1

service. Sheridan

Rotary also can offer innova-

.

II

'

1

EO

tremendous connections for U.S.
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ACCESS TO INFORMATION, ACCESS TO THE WORLD

East West Foundation

S.

of EWF's business was interna-

(EWF) is a nonprofit that

tional and 20% was domestic.

EWF works primarily with

recycles computer tech-

For the last five years EWF has

organizations, schools, and non-

nology. EWF was started 10

refocused on local communities.

profit agencies. Training is con-

years ago through two grants

It began recycling computers in

ducted in partnership with

funded by the federal govern-

the Boston area, then through-

community-based organizations

ment to provide refurbished
computer technology to non-

out Massachusetts and New

that know the families that need

England. At this time, about

this technology. To help provide

governmental organizations in

80% of EWF's business is target-

basic computer literacy, EWF

emerging

ed to the U.S. although it still

trains the organization's staff

republics of the

fills international requests.

members who in turn train fami-

former Soviet

Current international projects

lies. "Providing that training and

Union. This

include Kenya, Croatia,

technical support, even on the

humanitarian

Honduras, Nigeria, Senegal,

most basic level, is critical to the

effort was an

Angola, and South Africa.

success of providing this impor-

I

1,11 I.

'I

s

-5

-

I

attempt to
improve relations

As a nonprofit organization,

tant technology to families,"

EWF covers its costs by fundrais-

said Stephen Farrell, President of

between America and Eastern

ing and selling technology that

EWF.

Europe. This effort began at a

is refurbished for reuse. It refur-

time when U.S. companies were

bishes 3,500 to 4,000 systems

access to information and access

trading up to the next genera-

per year, primarily 486 genera-

to the world. Access is critical in

tion of technology and there
were many surplus computers.

tion computers. New Deal

both educational and personal

Software, a sophisticated soft-

areas. To be able to communi-

Later the foundation's mandate

ware with applications that can

cate, to be able to find out infor-

was expanded to include Africa,

run on low-end machines, is

Latin America, and Central

loaded onto the computers. A

mation, that's what this
computer stuff is all about.

America.

486 computer sells for $250. This

That's what getting onto the

price includes 4 to 6 hours of

Internet is all about," Farrell

basic computer literacy training

said.

In 1995 the federal grant

ended. At that time, about 80%

:34:

for every family.

he East West Foundation
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"Access to technology means
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LOCAL PRODUCTION FOR LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS

Whirlwind Wheelchair International
Whirlwind Wheelchair

in 1982 for the manufacturing
of locally produced wheelchairs.

International has helped identi-

The center's work was started

fy good design solutions and

fail and become useless in a

by four teenagers who had

passed that knowledge on

short time because of the

shared one wheelchair. They

unpaved roads and bumpy sur-

used the chair on unpaved

faces in most overseas coun-

roads and rough terrain and the

tries. "Most present wheelchair

chair would break down. The

designs won't even cross a rut-

teens became skilled mechanics

ted dirt road. They are too

by figuring out how and why it

unstable. Their traction and

had failed. They chopped and

handling aren't good enough,"

lowered the chair, narrowed it,

said Ralf Hotchkiss, Technical

wheelchairs than the standard

and reinforced it to the point
where it really did run well.
Working with Hotchkiss, the
Nicaraguans went on to develop
their own design, the Whirlwind

American variety, many wheel-

Wheelchair. The Whirlwind

chair users in developing coun-

Wheelchair is a simple, folding

tries are taking matters into

wheelchair, which weighs 35 lbs.

through a network of local
wheelchair manufacturers in
developing countries. For example, ball bearings are a key component for the smooth ride of a
wheelchair, but are expensive.
A solution was adapted from a
bearing invented by a U.S.
farmer in Appalachia. It uses
common nails with the heads
cut off to produce a needle
bearing (16 penny nails on a 5/8
inch axle). This bearing is strong
and lasts 5 years with limited
maintenance. Twelve regular
bearings for one chair would

their own hands. They are

instead of 50 lbs. for a standard

cost $100 in Nicaragua. This

designing and building their

chair. This lightweight chair can

needle bearing costs only $1.

own chairs in a way that will
allow the chairs to withstand
rough surfaces and to be serviced easily. They know that
gifts of secondhand wheelchairs
from the U.S. are not the

be made in one week by one

merican wheelchairs

exported for use in

wdeveloping countries

Director of Whirlwind
Wheelchair International.
To build better, more rugged

Wheels imported from other

mechanic at a cost of $60 to

countries commonly break

$100 for materials.

down. The cost of replacement

"Today wheelchairs are being

rear wheels ($125 to $300)

made in 25 countries all around

bought in the United States is

the Third World. About 15,000

more than the cost of an entire

answer. The U.S. chairs, while a

chairs have been made and that

wheelchair in developing coun-

first start, are not a viable,
long-term solution.

is only the tip of the iceberg.

tries. Rubber wheels for the

Easily 20 million are needed

front of the Whirlwind were

today. Nearly 99% of the people

adapted from a Zimbabwe push

in the Third World who need
wheelchairs have nothing to

cart design. These wheels are

ride," said Hotchkiss.

indentation on both sides, and

Funds from USAID to the

Nicaraguan Independent Living

Center initiated the Whirlwind
Wheelchair International Project
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molded rubber with a deep

were made originally as very

chairs designed for men in their
countries.

wide wheels. These wheels are

vivors of spinal cord injuries in

very flexible; they "walk" over
rocks and never go flat. They
can be made in any auto tire

critical mass of active survivors

State University provide training

needed for peer support, and to

and technical support to local

retread shop and last in excess

pass on information to each

wheelchair designers. They iden-

of 10 years because of flexibility

other and the medical profes-

tify good ideas from all over the

and the high abrasion resistance

sion about improving wheel-

world, conduct tests on them,

of auto tire retread rubber.
Another critical concern is

chair cushions, does not exist.

and make them available to

Fortunately, in a handful of

other people.

preventing pressure sores from

countries, a small number of

.

.

Because there are few sur-

.

.

many developing countries, the

The staff at San Francisco

"If the level of support and

developing in

people with spinal cord injuries

the level of capital that's

those individuals

have been developing low cost

required to get American wheel-

with spinal cord

seat cushions. One cushion base

chairs down to Third World

injuries who use

design that has been successful

countries were put into helping

wheelchairs. The

is made from 15 layers of corru-

people make their own chairs,

development of

gated cardboard that are cut,

then they could make chairs that

pressure sores is

moistened with water, and

really work," said Hotchkiss.

an enormous

molded like paper mache to the

problem for

person's shape. A blanket or

those who use wheelchairs and

foam cushion is placed on top

for those confined to bed.

of the cardboard base.

Worldwide, most people with

Women in developing coun-

spinal cord injuries, who are con-

tries have become active wheel-

fined to bed, die of pressure

chair designers. They have

sores within a year. Even after a

designed chairs that are more

person receives a wheelchair,

functional for childcare and

pressure sores from improper or

work requirements, such as veg-

a lack of cushioning continue to

etable farming, and for working

be a life-threatening problem, as

on the ground, for those with

chronic infections often result

limited furniture and no tables

from the sores. American cush-

on which to work. Their chair

ions are of little use because

designs tend to be more stable

they often go flat and there are

and more capable of carrying

no spare parts available.

goods and tools than the wheel-
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Chapter 5

National Issues
TO GAIN MORE SUPPORT FOR EXISTING RECYCLING ACTIVITIES AND TO PROMOTE THE

development of new AT redistribution efforts, programs across the country must
work together. Collectively, programs can shape solutions for common problems. Issues such as financing, transportation, marketing, technical assistance, and
assuring program sustainability are themes that all programs share. Through the

exchange of ideas and the development of national strategies in these critical
issue areas, the effectiveness of all programs will be increased. A number of ideas
that begin to address many of these issues are presented in this chapter.

Payment And Funding For Recycled Devices
Issue. Payment for redistributed devices, through third party and other funding
sources, has been problematic.
Discussion. Only a small percentage of consumers who need and would benefit

from assistive technology have the AT that they need. The inability of consumers to acquire appropriate funding is a major barrier to obtaining AT. The
New Hampshire Assistive Technology Partnership analyzed the funding sources
used to purchase its refurbished devices and found that 47% were purchased

through private pay, 33% were purchased by DME vendors to restock their
inventories, 7% of devices were funded with Medicaid dollars, and no devices
were purchased through Medicare funding.
Historically, an AT redistribution program often has been looked upon as a
type of "welfare" program, which tries to get needed equipment to those who
cannot afford it. While well-intentioned, this idea has created a perception that
redistribution is a last resort and is less desirable for mainstream users who also
are trying to get their needs met. The welfare perception also has been fueled by
the medical establishment, which promotes the purchase of new items as the
DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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best and only option. Those in the medical profession often do not examine
the multifaceted needs of individuals. As a result, limited resources have been
spent on certain items that are deemed "acceptable" and "essential" by the medical professions while other important items are considered luxuries or nonessential equipment.
With the work of Tech Act projects over the past io years, a much greater

segment of the population has been exposed to the possibilities created by
assistive technology, and perceptions have changed. Individuals of all ages and
with many different types of disabilities are becoming more aware of technological solutions that can improve lives and increase options for work, school,

and involvement with the community. Unfortunately, funding streams have
held to a more conservative definition of medical necessity that does not look
at the broader needs of an individual's life. Items ranging from complex augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) devices to simpler aids for
independent living have been difficult to get funded through conventional
funding streams.
The financial benefits of equipment redistribution programs can be tremen-

dous. Providing refurbished devices at no cost or at a fraction of the cost of a
new item will save the individual a large amount of money. Programs that allow
trial use, leasing, or use for a temporary disability also can add immensely to
the cost effectiveness of assistive technology purchases. Many insurance companies and managed care plans do not have restrictions on redistributed items, but
because of the current system, these low cost options do not get favorable recognition. These systems can be changed.
Recommendations. A significant need exists for educating those who fund assistive technology about the financial and personal benefits of equipment redistribution programs. These funders include Medicaid, Medicare, private insurance
companies, managed care plans, and vocational rehabilitation. Education also is
needed to change the image of the redistribution program from that of a welfare
program into one of a generally accepted option for meeting individual needs.
The education component also should include information about the benefits of
assistive technology in making possible certain essential activities of life, such as
independent living and employment. The case for better funding for refurbished

devices also would be furthered by the recognition that these less expensive
devices can speed the recovery process. Additionally, refurbished devices can be a
needed alternative to inappropriate or partial assistive technology solutions that
can cause costly, secondary injuries.

Efforts to change regulations and procedures that do not allow the use of
available refurbished devices must be encouraged. Not only should these efforts
be allowed, but incentives also must be built into programs that allow redistrib-
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Information About Federal Funding Sources
MEDICARE

MEDICAID
There are no national guidelines for Medicaid coverage of

Medicare was begun as a statutory benefit program 30

DME. Coverage varies from state to state. Provisions for pay-

years ago. It functioned as an acute care program that has

ing for recycled equipment with Medicaid also vary in each

had a number of additions to it over time. Medicare does not

state. There are some basic payment conditions to which

have any restrictions related to payment for reused or recycled

states must adhere. For example, participants in the programs

equipment. It does not address these issues. Individual con-

must provide appropriate, high quality services. In some

tractors make coverage decisions, with guidance from

instances, certain reused equipment may not meet the defini-

Medicare. Generally contractors need Food and Drug

tions of that standard. Consequently, those who are interested

Administration (FDA) approval clearance and any treatment

in changing Medicaid reimbursement policy must work with

must meet safety and efficacy standards, through literature

the state agencies that set the policies

and scientific evidence. If Medicare purchases the equipment,

Medicaid has funded demonstration centers that are looking at recycling. One involves an independent living center
(ILC) that operates a lending library. Beneficiaries can borrow

it belongs to the beneficiary. If Medicare rents the equipment,
it belongs to the DME company.

Changing national policy on Medicare coverage for recy-

equipment to use while their equipment is being repaired or is

cled AT equipment requires those requesting the change to go

being ordered. This same center also is exploring expedited

through a process. The Health Care Financing Administration

payments, primarily through receiving prior authorization for

(HCFA) will consider changes in coverage upon receipt of for-

purchases. Additionally, the ILC is trying out mass purchasing

mal requests. HCFA's Medicare Coverage Advisory Committee

and being able to purchase non-covered items as long as they

(MCAC), which includes one consumer representative and one

are within the price authorized for equipment. State Medicaid

industry representative, is responsible for responding to these

agencies can identify best practices for reused equipment pur-

requests for change.

chase by conducting research on the effects of innovative
reimbursement policies.

State agencies were provided some additional guidance
from a recent court case. Da Sario v. Thomas examined when a

list of items may be used to determine coverage of medical

equipment. State agencies may develop a list of equipment for
pre-approval. However, a procedure must be in place for indi-

vidual beneficiaries to request any item not on the list. Each
determination has to be based on the needs of the specific
beneficiary. Any process to evaluate equipment must be timely
and employ reasonable and specific criteria to judge coverage.
The state agency must have the pre-approved list available for

beneficiaries to review and beneficiaries have the right to a

fair hearing on any item not on the list.
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ution of AT as these programs are more cost-effective.
Collaborative efforts with vendors, manufacturers, and other providers of
technology related services also would be beneficial in improving the funding of
redistribution programs. Demonstrating that these programs are not competing
with existing distribution programs is vital to increasing support for redistribution efforts. Equally essential is encouraging programs to work together with
vendors in meeting the needs of individuals who have no insurance or limited
insurance, as well as those who have limited means and some insurance coverage.

Transportation
Issue. Transferring a piece of assistive technology from one location to another
can be a difficult task.
Discussion. Problems related to pickup and delivery of AT equipment are common in many programs, both large and small. Programs that have tried to operate on a statewide basis, especially in large states, have had to overcome major
transportation issues to make a system work. Programs run in a small region or a
large urban area have a great advantage in not having to move equipment over
large distances.

Programs have used a number of means to address the transportation problem. Using the mail or other delivery companies is effective but is clearly costly.
When items are large or delicate, delivery becomes more of a challenge and
the costs become greater. When individual donors or users can provide their
own transportation, costs are minimized and the breakage issues are reduced.
The use of other third parties, such as independent living centers, public buses, or
DME vendors, also has helped address transportation problems. But great barriers still exist when moving large numbers of items in redistribution programs at
minimal cost over large geographic areas.
Recommendations. The key to the management of transportation issues is to use

other existing resources to address the problem. Other resources can include
the use of individuals who create a system to do their own pickup and delivery
to support the program. Other forms of resources are those that can be achieved
through collaborative efforts with other organizations. For example, recycling
programs can receive help in transporting items to people who need them by
working with independent living centers,Visiting Nurse organizations, or other
community support agencies, which already have established some type of transportation system in their geographic areas.

Another way of addressing the transportation issue is to develop new
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Policy Issues Concerning AT Payment by Public and Private
Insurance Programs
The policies of public or private insurance programs should allow the purchase of reutilized/refurbished/recycled equipment.

Policies also should allow used equipment to be donated to equipment reutilization efforts.
Some of the questions that need to be addressed by recycling programs include the following:
1. What is the attitude of the funder toward the use and purchase of refurbished assistive devices?
2. What are some incentives for funders to purchase reutilized or refurbished equipment?

3. How can the attitude of the funders be affected with respect to reutilized equipment?
4. How might the purchasing process be expedited?

resources, primarily through grant development or fundraising efforts that would
directly address the issues of equipment delivery. Delivery vehicles could be purchased, drivers could be hired, or shipping could be paid with additional financial
resources. One primary source of funds could be the shipping companies themselves. Most of the large shipping companies have foundations that support community activities. A community activity that focused on shipping would be a
natural activity for a shipping based foundation to support. Essential to this effort
would be creating a fund development message that generates a positive image for
the company and the community-based program.

Program Sustainability
Issue. Developing an equipment redistribution program can be costly and maintaining it can be difficult.

Discussion. Many local, state, and national programs have been developed
throughout the country, and operate equipment redistribution under many different models. Models range from purely voluntary programs that distribute
equipment free to individuals to more complex vendor based models that
involve sales and sophisticated distribution mechanisms. Programs have been
developed with support through sources such as Tech Act projects with the
intention of operating them on an ongoing basis. Some continue while others
have not. All programs will say that more support would be helpful and many
know that it is essential for continuing to meet consumer needs.
With varied needs by individuals with disabilities and with a vast amount of
unused assistive technology available in many locations, it seems inevitable that
DISCOVERING HIDDEN RESOURCES
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these forces will continue to work toward complementing each other.
Sustainability of programs will be promoted by continuing to create awareness of

the need for recycling AT and to develop the ability of programs to find new
resources that will support services.

Recommendations. One of the primary ways to sustain programs is to develop a
national coordinated effort to promote equipment redistribution programs. There
continues to be a lack of coordinated effort that could focus attention on these
programs and allow support to come in greater amounts. A national effort could
provide information on successful efforts as well as the less successful efforts.
Sharing of resources also could help create better relationships with funders and
change policies that are not supportive of equipment redistribution programs. In
addition, there might be greater success in accessing support from foundations or
other grant providing agencies if resources were shared.
Another benefit of a national effort would be to provide technical assistance

to programs that were starting, or needed strengthening, or those that were
looking for a change of direction. Technical assistance efforts could help coordinate international activities that could work collaboratively with national efforts.
The development of collaborative efforts with manufacturers, vendors, and
other funders of assistive technology would enhance sustainability of programs.

The National Cristina Foundation uses a model in which computers are collected from collaborating organizations and redistributed through affiliated orga-

nizations. A similar process could be started to coordinate and enhance local
and regional distribution for a wide range of assistive technology.
Regionalization of efforts is another way of stretching limited resources. A
number of small programs might pool efforts in a way that would keep functions
from being duplicated while putting certain tasks such as equipment rehabilitation in the hands of a limited number of people trained to do the job. The ability to take in and store equipment also could be enhanced by the use of regional
facilities. Regional efforts could be used to develop Web sites and other methods
for marketing available equipment and programs.
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PROVIDING GUIDANCE TO COMPUTER RECYCLING PROGRAMS

National Cristina Foundation

5

ince 1984 the National

acquisition of donations of com-

across a range of issues. These

Cristina Foundation (NCF),

puter technology, refurbishing

include planning for what are

a nonprofit public charity,

the equipment, redistributing it,

seen as acceptable equipment

has received donations of sur-

training users, and evaluating

donations, how these might be

plus and used computers from

the process as a whole (see sub-

acquired, and what mechanisms

corporations and individuals.

sequent section listing the seven

must be considered for getting

NCF directs these donations to

components of the NCF Re-

equipment to new users. Most

grassroots partner organizations

Utilization Model). The model

important, it presents the factors

throughout the United States

has been successful in diverse

that can assess what resources

and abroad that provide training

settings as it allows for varia-

may be available to a program

and support to people with dis-

tions among individual organiza-

to help achieve its objectives.

abilities and to economically dis-

tions. "If we were going to build

advantaged persons.

a program that a local communi-

how the model is applied, solu-

Additionally, based on its years

ty would define and make its

tions will vary

of experience, NCF now provides

own, it would be based on the

because of a variety

guidance to organizations seek-

fact that they adapted the model

of factors such as

ing to develop computer reuti-

to fit their local needs. We can

geography and orga-

lization programs in their own

only provide guidance about the

nizational structures.

communities. It has assisted pro-

roadway and support the sharing

It also has found that

grams in a number of states that

of practices and solutions," said

projects need to cre-

created reutilization projects.

Yvette Marrin, NCF's president.

ate their own knowledge base

To assist programs in develop-

NCF has found that, based on

.

.

se

.

I

I

The NCF model provides a

and support mechanisms to cre-

ing computer reutilization pro-

systematic approach that can

ate and maintain momentum. If

jects within their regions of the

work on either a small or a large

a program is to succeed, it needs

country, NCF has created the NCF

scale. The conceptual framework

a collaborative effort by groups

Re-Utilization Model. This model

of the model enables programs

of people who come together

provides a systems approach to

to develop guidelines for using

with a shared vision.

the entire task of managing the

practical and logical approaches
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Seven Components of the
NCF Re-Utilization Model
1. Management - Establish and

administer an efficient system

to maintain a flow of usable,

3. Deployment - Develop and

6. Evaluation - Obtain and use

maintain an efficient place-

information for ongoing deci-

ment and distribution process.

sion-making, accountability,

4. Training - Develop procedures

for assuring the preparation of

and validation of project
implementation.
7. Collaboration

Address issues

donated computer technology

all concerned with supporting

into targeted programs.

and/or using donated technol-

related to the establishment of

ogy.

relationships that contribute

2. Acquisition - Obtain, assess,

and prepare (i.e., repair, con-

5. Sharing -Provide/exchange/

to successful implementation

figure, adapt as needed)

obtain information about pro-

of the NCF Re-Utilization

donated computer technology.

ject needs and solutions.

Model.

ELECTRONIC NETWORK CONNECTS NORTHEAST REGION

Northeast Assistive Technology Exchange
he Tech Act projects in

Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New

other regions of the country.

borders.

The Web page (http://www.
neatexchange.org) allows users

"All of the northeastern
states contributed financially to

to list assistive technology items

develop a database and worked

Vermont joined forces to support

to sell, and identify items that

together on the design of the

the Northeast Assistive

others wish to sell or give away.

database, " said Ficarro. "The

Technology (NEAT) Exchange.

It also allows people to contact

result was a product that was

The Exchange is

participating partners and ven-

better and less expensive than

a virtual entity

dors. A database tracks the

we might have produced if we

with a presence

equipment and provides month-

had worked on it individually.

on the Internet

ly statistics of exchange activity.

Creatively looking for partners

Hampshire, Rhode Island, and

Contact Information
Connecticut Assistive Technology
Project
John Ficarro, Project Director
Department of Social Services, BRS

25 Sigourney Street, 11th Floor
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 424-4881

that allows resi-

John Ficarro, Project Director

has benefits you don't even

dents of the

of the Connecticut Assistive

think of at the time the collabo-

northeastern

Technology Project, is a firm

ration is being formed."

states a common

believer in collaborative efforts.

avenue to find

The NEAT Exchange has brought

recycled equipment throughout

the six states together for these

the region, regardless of state

efforts and provides a model for
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Appendix A

RESNA Technical Assistance Project
Discovering Hidden Resources:
Assistive Technology
Equipment Recycling
March 29-30, 1999

Participants List

Cohen, Carol

Erbes, Jo Ann

Program Manager
National Inst. on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR)
U.S. Department of Education
600 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20202-2572
(202) 205-5666

Executive Director
UCP of Minnesota
1821 Univ. Ave., #286 South
St. Paul, MN 55104
(651) 646-7588

Farrell, Stephen
President

Bauer, William
Outreach Director

Creech, Sr, David W. *

East West Found.

President

504 Dudley St.
Roxbury, MA 02119
(617) 442-7448

Creative Design Contractor's, Inc.
1490 Marshall Hall Road
Bryans Road, MD 20616
(301) 283-2416

Ohio TRAIN

1224 Kinnear Road

Crompton, Vicki

Columbus, OH 43212
(614) 292-3158

Social Service Administrator
DHSS Medicaid

Fein, Judith
Program Manager
National Inst. on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR)
U.S. Department of Education
600 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20202-2572
(202) 205-8116

New Hampshire AT Partnership

1901 N. duPont Hwy
Lewis Bldg, POB 906
New Castle, DE 19720
(302) 577-4900

5 Right Way Path
Laconia, NH 03301

Cupps, Jeff

Project Director

(603) 528-3060

Vice President

CT Tech Act Project
DSS/BRS

Blair, Marty

Chesapeake Rehabilitation Equip.
2700 Lord Baltimore Drive

Beshda, Mary
Infor. Spec. and Training Coon

Program Coordinator

Ficarro, John

25 Sigourney St., 11th Floor
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 424-4881

Utah Assistive Tech Program

Baltimore, MD 21244
(410) 977-2327

6588 Old Main Hill
Logan, UT 84322-6588
(435) 797-3886

Daigle, Anjanette

Floyd, Glenwood *

Research Assistant

Advisory Council Member
Virginia AT System
8004 Franklin Farms Drive

ABLEDATA

Butchart, Ed *

8401 Colesville Rd., Ste. 200

Executive Director
Friends of Disabled Adults and

Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 608-8998

Children
4900 Louis Road

Dissinger, Frankie

Stone Mountain, GA 30083
(770) 491-9014

Director
Missouri Tech Center for

Castles, Sue
Policy Analyst

Special Education
UMKC School of Education
Rm. 24, 5100 Rockhill Road

Illinois Assistive Tech Project
1 W. Old State Capitol Plaza

Kansas City, MO 64110-2499
(816) 235-1040

Ste. 100

Springfield, IL 62701
(217) 522-7851

Cleveland, Lynne *
Project Director
Vermont Assistive Tech Project

103 South Main Street
Weeks Bldg., First Floor

Richmond, VA 23288-0300
(804) 662-9990

Galmore, Hannah
Program Manager
DC Center for Independent Living
1400 Florida Ave., NE., Ste. 3A
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 388-0033

Gangnath, Hal
Earl, Rebecca
Vice President, Staff and
Program Development
Connecticut Inst. for the Blind
120 Holcomb Street
Hartford, CT 06112
(860) 242-2274, ext. 857

Waterbury, VT 05671-2305
(802) 241-2672
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IS Manager
Davis Memorial Goodwill Industries
2200 South Dakota Ave., NE
Washington, DC 20018
(202) 636-4225, ext. 1245

Girt, Carol

Huwe, Kevin

Kniskern, Joy

Assistive Technology Coordinator
1815 N. Meridian, Ste. 200
Indianapolis, IN 46202
(317) 921-8766

Assistive Technology Coordinator
Into New Hands
7110 Penn Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
(412) 371-7700

Project Director
Georgia Tools for Life
Div. of Rehabilitation Service
2 Peachtree St., NW, # 35-415
Atlanta, GA 30303-3166
(404) 657-3084

Goldberg, Robert S.

Irish, Dolly

A.T.T.A.I.N.

Vice President

Information Specialist

Knorr, Kenneth H.

Goodwill Industries
Springfield/Hartford Area
285 Dorset Street
Springfield, MA 01138
(413) 788-6984/ext. 226

Assistive Technology Partnership
4146 So. 52nd Street

Director
Virginia Assistive Tech System

Omaha, NE 68117-1324
(402) 595-1309

D.R.S., POB K-300

Richmond, VA 23288-0300
(804) 662-9995

Jaco, Linda

Goldman, Amy S.

Program Manager

Larsen, Barbara

Project Director
PA's Initiative on Assistive Tech
Ritter Annex 433
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 204-3862

Oklahoma ABLE Tech

Policy & Funding Development
Coordinator
MonTECH/Rural Institute
634 Eddy Avenue
Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-5773

Gullett, Barbara
Clearinghouse Supervisor

ICAN (Increasing Capabilities
Access Network)
2201 Brookwood Dr., Ste. 117
Little Rock, AR 72202
(501) 666-8868

1514 W. Hall of Fame
Stillwater, OK 74078
(800) 257-1705

Jacobson, Don
Computer Recycling &
Distribution Coordinator
Virginia Assistive Tech System
P.O. Box 35

Luther Glen, VA 22546
(804) 994-2971

Lavoie, Jeff
President
All-Ways Accessible
128 F Hall Street

Concord, NH 03301
(603) 224-9226

Jones, Gay
Learson, Lee

Habtes, Yegin, Ph.D.

Grants/Outreach Coordinator
Missouri Assistive Tech Project

Executive Director

4731 So. Cochise, Ste. 114

VITRAID

Independence, MO 64055-6975
(816) 373-5193

Creative Pathways Associates
26 S. Main Street, #229
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 753-8253

Keefe, Tom

Long, Bill

President

Health Insurance Specialist
Center for Health Plans &
Providers
HCFA, 7500 Security Blvd.

Univ. of the Virgin Islands
#2 John Brewers Bay
St. Thomas, VI 00801
(340) 693-1323

Hanson, Roxanne
Vision Teacher

Spotsylvania County Public
Schools

Chancellor Middle School
6320 Harrison Road
Fredericksburg, VA 22047

(540) 785-2671/ext. 1400

Hotchkiss, Ralf
Technical Director

Internat'l Medical Equipment
Collaborative
POB 1619, 239 Walton Road
Seabrook, NH 03874
(603) 474-4166

MS C5-06-27

Baltimore, MD 21214
(410) 786-5655

Kern, Linda

Malek, Frank

Director of Assistive Technology
Easter Seals South Dakota
1351 N. Harrison
Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 224-5879

Program Officer
Montana Dept. Publ. Health &
Human Service
1111 Sanders, POB 4120
Helena, MT 59604
(406) 444-4068

Whirlwind Wheelchair, Intl
East Bay Office and Workshop
6505 Farallon Way
Oakland, CA 94611
(510) 547-2704
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Rogers, Debra

President

National Cristina Foundation
181 Harbor Drive
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 967-8000
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WebABLE! Solutions
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Systems & Program Administrator
Maine Independent Living Services,

McCafferty, Joan
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Staff Assistant

Program Manager
Louisiana AT Access Network
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DATI

Ctr. for ASE, UDEL & duPont

Hospital, POB 269

Wilmington, DE 19899-0269
(302) 651-6790

Inc.

424 Western Avenue
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Rounsaville, Fred B.
Director
Mobile Recycling Center
2448 Gordon Smith Drive
Mobile, AL 36617
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Pawlek, Marion
McNaught, Byron
Executive Director
Oregon TALN Project
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Salem, OR 97305
(503) 361-1201

Vermont AT Project
103 South Main Street
Weeks Bldg., First Floor
Waterbury, VT 05671-2305
(802) 241-2672

Rovaldi, Jack
Consultant
Goodwill Industries
3580 Main Street
Hartford, CT 06120
(860) 278-5890

Pearson, Karen

Rutemueller, Walter

7500 Security Blvd.

Coordinator I & R
North Dakota AT Info-Line
900 East Broadway, Box 5510
Bismarck, ND 58502-5510
(701) 221-8092

Baltimore, MD 21244-1850
(410) 786-3213

Phillips, Carolyn

Baltimore, MD 21214
(410) 786-5395

Mendelsohn, Paul
Disability Liaison
Center for Beneficiary Services
HCFA

Hospital, POB 269

Reboot Manager
Georgia Tools for Life
Div. of Rehabilitation Service
2 Peachtree St., NW, # 35-415
Atlanta, GA 30303-3166
(404) 657-3057

Wilmington, DE 19899-0269
(302) 651-6790

Princi, Maria *

Mineo Mollica, Beth
Director
DATI

Ctr for ASE, UDEL & duPont

O'Neill, Daniel
Project Director
Back In Action
Matheny School & Hospital
POB 339 Main Street
Peapack, NJ 07977
(908) 234-0011, ext. 276

International Services
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Assistive Technology for Kansans
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IPAT
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200 Bjomson Dr., POB 743
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(701) 264-4807
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55 Albin Road
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Back In Action
Matheny School & Hospital
POB 339, Main Street
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(908) 719-9736

Executive Director
DC Center for Independent Living
1400 Florida Ave., NE., Ste. 3A
Washington, DC 20002

(202) 388-0033

Willkomm, Therese

Sharp, Joyce
Program Manager
Virginia AT System-Charlottesville
HSC Box 408

Charlottesville, VA 22908
(804) 924-0041

Wagner, Rosemary, ATP

Co-Director
New Hampshire AT Partnership

Resource Coordinator
MonTECH Program
634 Eddy Avenue

Project
Five Right Way Path
Laconia, NH 03301

Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-5676

(603) 528-3060

Tann, Benny E.
Driver
DC Center for Independent Living
1400 Florida Ave., NE., Ste. 3A

Washington, DC 20002
(202) 388-0033

Walsh, Candi *

Young, Eric

Vice President
Equipped for Independence
4045 Jay Lane

Driver
DC Center for Independent Living
1400 Florida Ave., NE, Ste. 3A
Washington, DC 20002

White Bear Lake, MN 55110
(888) 337-7713

(202) 388-0033

Tingus, Steven James
Public Policy Director
Calif. Assistive Tech System
Calif. Foundation for Independent
Living Centers, Inc.
910 K Street, Ste. 350
Sacramento, CA 95814-3577

Walsh, John *

Youngblood, Leslie

President

Director of Technical Exploration

Equipped for Independence
4045 Jay Lane
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
(888) 337-7713

Center
UCPA

115 Main Street
Bangor, ME 04401
(207) 941-2952

(916) 325-1690

Ward, Terry

Torres, Sonia M.

Executive Director

Zier, Scott

Resources Development
Coordinator
Puerto Rico AT Project

Florida FAAST

Big Sky Assoc. Medical Equip.

1020 East Lafayette St., Ste. 110
Tallahassee, FL 32301-4546

POB 365067
San Juan, PR 00936-5067
(787) 767-8642

(850) -487-3278

Suppliers
2850 Stockyard Road
Missoula, MT 59801

(406) 549-2321

Watson, Joanne

U.S. Senate, 274 Russell Bldg.

I & R / Special Projects Coordinator
Pennsylvania's Initiative on AT
Ritter Hall Annex, Room 423
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 204-5395

Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-2842

White, Jaimie

Towe, Dreama
Legislative Assistant to Senator Kit
Bond

RESNA Technical

Assistance Project
1700 North Moore St.
Suite 1540
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 524-6686

Occupational Therapist

James R. Geletka. Executive

Van Horn, Sonya

Oklahoma ABLE Tech

Director

Regional Consultant

1514 W. Hall of Fame

NC AT Project

Stillwater, OK 74078
(800) 257-1705
(405) 744-9748

Nell Bailey, Project Director
Carol Boyer, Project Associate
Marka Hayes, Project Associate
Mary Fran Laverdure, Disability

Dept. of Health & Human Services
Div. of Voc. Rehab. Services

1110 Navaho Dr., Ste. 101

Program Specialist

Raleigh, NC 27609-7322
(919) 850-2787

Nancy Meidenbauer, Project
Coordinator

Registered, did not attend
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Appendix B

The TAP Bulletin
a publication of the RESNA Technical Assistance Project

September 1, 1998

EXCHANGE /RECYCLING PROGRAMS OFFER NEW LIFE FOR AT DEVICES
Assistive technology (AT) equipment exchange and
recycling programs offer alternatives for consumers
and professionals to reduce the cost of devices and
equipment and improve their availability.

Equipment exchange programs match
individuals who need assistive technology
devices with people who are selling or donating
such devices.

Equipment recycling programs maintain
physical possession of the equipment,
reconditions the used equipment as needed, and
offers it for sale or donates it.

assistive technology, which is not usually paid for by
public or private funders.

Table 1 details equipment exchange programs. Often
projects do not track the number of matches, since
they don't have the equipment in their possession nor
monitor the agreements between parties. However,
of those that are able to track these data, there were
over 500 matches made in the past year.
Table 2 summarizes existing recycling programs.
Since the projects have control of the items, the
number of recycled items are easier to track. Over
8,000 items were recycled in the past year.

Why Establish a Program
Exchange and recycling programs take equipment
that would otherwise be abandoned and put it back
into circulation. Exchange and recycled equipment
programs provide options for customers who need
equipment that would not be reimbursed by third
party payers. For example, backup wheel chairs and
shower chairs are not typically covered by Medicaid.
However, consumers can buy these items used
through exchange and recycling programs at
affordable prices.

Equipment Exchange Programs

Exchange and recycling programs can shorten the
time it takes for consumers to receive devices. For
example, the New Jersey Tech Act project operates
an equipment exchange program, Back In Action,
that matches buyers with sellers in 3 weeks, on the
average, as opposed to a 6-12 month turn around time
for buyers of new equipment who are eligible for
public funding.

Exchange services are often accessed through the
project's information services. Typical of these
exchange programs is the Delaware Assistive
Technology Initiative's (DATI) program. In its
quarterly newsletter it lists assistive technology
devices that are either being donated, sold, or
requested. Contact information gives the first names
of the persons who are donating, selling or needing
the assistive technology device and their phone
numbers. Initially DATI had not published contact
information but found the volume of calls
overwhelmed the limited DATI staff resources. Also
DATI found that staff could not answer questions
about specific items being sold, nor did they have
updated information on whether items were still
available because they did not have physical
possession of the device.

Parents can use recycled devices to fill their
children's need for assistive technology as the
children grow and their needs change. Exchange and
recycling programs are also sources of recreational

Individuals interested in using the exchange service
may contact the person selling the equipment
directly. The two parties negotiate the price of the
item and any shipping or transportation
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arrangements. Equipment is purchased "as is" with
no warranties or guarantees.
To promote the exchange program, DATI distributes
its newsletter to various agencies, such as the
Department of Parks and Recreation, the Division for
the Visually Impaired, as well as durable medical
equipment suppliers, occupational therapists,
physical therapists, and speech-language
pathologists. It also makes the listing available to its
AT Resource Centers and is in the process of adding
the list to its web site. DATI has noted that many
service providers routinely check the listing for
devices their clients needs. Surprisingly, a large
number of referrals to DATI come from durable
medical equipment (DME) providers.

Use of Web Sites for Equipment Exchange
Many state Tech Act projects post their list of devices
for exchange on their web sites. The Washington
Assistive Technology Alliance (WATA) has an
online database called the "AT Exchange." It
functions as a marketplace for the exchange, sale, and
donation of AT devices, including computers,
software, and modems. The project collects data on
who used the database, for what purpose, and
whether they were successful in obtaining or
selling/donating the item. When a person finds a
listing they are interested in, they select the link to
the e-mail address of the contact person to express
their interest or to ask any questions they may have.
Persons who do not have an e-mail address or who
use public libraries or their friend's system to access
the database can list the devices using a default email address. Those without access to the Internet
can use the database by calling the WATA's toll free
number. Project staff will post the listings, collect
responses, and facilitate communications between
interested parties. The database, including the search
functions, is fully accessible to those using text-based
browsers and adaptive computer access.

equipment loan programs. ICAN is able to call on
the combined resources of all three programs to meet
the needs of the state's citizens with disabilities.
For the recycling program, ICAN receives donated
equipment from a variety of sources. This equipment
is refurbished by Tech Act project staff and
volunteers and then donated to individuals or local
schools to fill specific needs.
The donations come primarily from individuals and
state agencies. For example, Children's Medical
Services, the state's Medicaid provider, gives ICAN
equipment as new equipment is provided to Medicaid
recipients. ICAN also receives donations from DME
vendors and other organizations. The Arkansas MS
Society donated its small collection of equipment to
ICAN because it felt that one larger collection would
be more efficient and effective in meeting the AT
needs of the citizens in the state.

Specialization in Computer Recycling
In Nevada, Accessible Space Inc., a private nonprofit organization, has been operating the state's
assistive technology recycling program for the last
two years under a grant from its state's Tech Act
project. It specializes in recycling computers,
although it handles durable medical equipment and
other AT as well. Accessible Space receives
donations of large quantities of computers, including
those with Pentium chips, from state agencies and
commercial donors, such as the Nevada Power
Company. A skilled crew of volunteers conducts a
diagnostic evaluation of the equipment, refurbishes
them with additional parts as needed, and then sells
them. The organization sells about 12 computer
packages a month. The Center also provides training
to the individuals buying the equipment and helps
with the set up. Funds from the sale of the equipment
are used to purchase repair parts and help sustain the
recycling program.

Vendor Resale Model

Equipment Recycling Programs
Several projects operate equipment recycling
programs. The Arkansas ICAN Project combines its
recycling program with its equipment exchange and

The Recycled Equipment Marketplace (REM) is
operated by ATECH Services, a nonprofit agency
developed in collaboration with the New Hampshire
Tech Act project. It originally served just New
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Table 1. Equipment Exchange Programs
State

Operator

Approximate
Number of
Matches/Year

Web Address/Contact Information

Arkansas
Delaware
Florida
Idaho

Arkansas ICAN
Tech Act Project
Tech Act Project
Tech Act Project
Some state agency
involvement
Tech Act Project
InfoTech
Tech Act Project
Kenny Rehab
See IA
Tech Act Project

78
57
25

501/666-8868
http://www.aseLudeLedu/dati/recycle/index.html
http://www.seflin.org/faast
http://www.eis.uidaho.edu/cdhd/iatp/
atrecycle.htm

Tech Act Project
Tech Act Project Recycled Equipment
Exchange Listing
Tech Act Project New England
Exchange
Tech Act Project and
Matheny School and
Hospital
Tech Act Project,
Office of Advocate
for Persons with
Disabilities
private nonprofit

no data
no data

Oregon
Pennsylvania

Tech Act Project
Tech Act Project
and I&R
Subcontractor
Access Technologies
Tech Act Project

South Dakota
Utah

Tech Act Project
Access Utah Network

not available
not available

Virginia
Washington

VA United Way
Tech Act Project

no data
20-25

Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

Montana
Nebraska

New
Hampshire

New Jersey

New York

North
Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma

no recent data

13 since March
no data
no data
75

no data
20

800/528-8246
http://www.uiowa.edu/infotech/
http://www.katsnet.org
http://comnet.org/kenny/eq_index.html
http://www.uiowa.edu/infotech/
htto://www.dolir.state.mo.us/matp/
swapnshop.htm
http://rudi.montech.umt.edu/
http://www.nde.state.ne.us/ATP/
TECHome.htrril

not available

http://www.neatexchange.org

237

http://www.mathenynj.com/tarp/
tarp.htm

not available

518/473-4128

48

http://www.pat.org

10-15

http://train.state.oh.us
http://www.okstate.edu/wellness/resale.htrn

new program

not available
30

503/361-1201
http://trfn.clpgh.org/srac/
resources/piat
http://dakotalink.tie.net/
http://www.accessut.state.ut.us/
forsale.htm
http://www.vats.org
http://wata.org/atexchange.index.html
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Table 2. Equipment Recycling Programs
State

Operator

Type of
Equipment*

Approximate
Number of Items
Recycled/Year

Web Site/Contact Information

Alabama

Tech Act project

DME

267

Arkansas

Tech Act Project

300

Georgia

Tech Act Project
Reboot
Tech Act Project,
AT Exchange
Network (ATEN)
Tech Act Project,
KY Industries for
the Blind, Dept
for the Blind,
DVR
Southern Maine
Parent Awareness
Goodwill, Easter
Seal
Capper
Foundation,
Center for
Assistive
Technology
New Technology
Center
Tech Act Project
Recycled
Equipment
Marketplace
Tech Act Project
Back in Action
Two
Subcontractors
Tech Act Project
and Washington
State Community
College
Access
Technologies
Tech Act Project

computers
AT and DME
computers

888/923-8764 (Instate)
334/450-6362
501/666-8868

Illinois

Kentucky

Maine

Minnesota
Missouri

Nevada
New
Hampshire

New Jersey
New York
Ohio

Oregon

Utah

,54,

600 computers/
computer parts
2,000

404/657-3084

computers

425

800/327-5287

computers

130/ best year

207/324-2338

computers
AT and DME
AT and DME

2,700

614/646-2591 ext 149

400

816/231-7166

computers, AT,
DME
all AT devices

84

702/259-0789

472

http://www.neatexchange.org

computers
AT and DME
computers

209

http://www.mathenynj.com/tarp/
tarp.htm
518/473-4128

computers

no data

614/292-3158
740/374-8716 ext 807

AT, DME

not available

503/361-1201

all AT devices

35

435/797-1432
gary@cpd2.usu.edu

computers
and other AT

296
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http://www.isbe.state.il.us/
isbesites/spec_ed/aten/ATEN.htm
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State

Operator

Type of
Equipment*

Web Site/Contact Information
Approximate
Number of Items
Recycled/Year

Washington

Easter Seal

computers,
peripherals, and
ed software

137 computer
peripherals,
58 software

800/214-8731 (Instate)
509/328-9350

* DME - Durable Medical Equipment
* AT - Assistive Technology Devices

Hampshire but has now expanded to serve the entire
northeastern region of the country, encompassing
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Vermont.
Like other recycling programs, REM receives
equipment through donations from individuals and
health related organizations. However, once the
equipment is refurbished, the program acts like a
wholesaler and sells it not to consumers but to
participating durable medical equipment vendors.
Consumers access the program by contacting their
DME vendor. Currently there are eleven vendors
participating in the program. Each pays a $200
annual fee and has access to the entire inventory.
Vendors agree to take on the liability for any product
they sell. They also handle third party billing and
agree to deal with replacement, warranty, and
ongoing service issues.

The REM provides high quality recycled equipment
in good working order on a regular basis. Vendors
can use the REM as a source of equipment to fill
short term customer rental needs as well as fill
requests for equipment for demonstration and
assessment for up to 30 days prior to purchase.
Vendors who are unable to see the equipment at the
warehouse, can obtain a photo through the Internet.
There is also 24 hour access to the current inventory
from the equipment exchange web site.
Both Medicaid and Medicare in New Hampshire
have been very supportive of the REM because they
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see that recycled equipment can be purchased for less
than half of what new equipment would cost. New
Hampshire Medicaid routinely reimburses vendors
for the purchase of recycled equipment. Private
insurance has been equally supportive. If a
customer's HMO has a cap on the amount of
equipment that can be purchased, the lower price of
recycled equipment allows the customer to purchase
more within the limit.

Vendors also look to REM as a reliable source for
parts for older equipment. REM tears down excess
equipment that can not be refurbished and keeps the
parts. The spare parts have created a separate new
market for the vendors. The used parts are
inexpensive and consumers appreciate using recycled
parts since insurance companies usually do not
reimburse for repairs and manufacturers often
discontinue making replacement parts for older
models.

Summary
Recycling and exchange programs fill several needs.
They make assistive technology available to
individuals with disabilities at reduced cost or no
cost. They supply needed equipment in a timely
manner, and they make convenience and other items
(such as backup devices and recreational technology)
affordable to many consumers. These programs also
leverage resources by reusing equipment that
otherwise would be abandoned.
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This bulletin is available upon request in alternative formats
703/524-6686

(Voice),

703/524-6639 (TDD)

The RESNA Technical Assistance Project, Grant #H224A50006, is an activity funded by the
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR), U. S. Department of
Education (ED) under the Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act
of 1988, as amended. The information contained herein does not necessarily reflect the position
or policy of NIDRR/ED or RESNA and no official endorsement of the materials should be
inferred.

Produced by the RESNA Technical Assistance Project, 1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1540,
Arlington, VA 22209, phone: 703/524-6686 (V), 703/524-6639 (TDD), 703/524-6630 (Fax)
e-mail resnata@resna.org homepage http://www.resna.org/hometal.htm
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